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~ President’s Message ~
Bruce Russell

I'll start this Presidents message by welcoming Aileen Murray back to the GRCC Board as
our appointee for the remainder of the term, to the position of Ontario Director! Welcome
Aileen! I know we will all benefit from your experience!
We also have some position and job changes to let you all know about, along with Aileen
coming on to the Board, Connie Johnson has moved from Ontario Director to 2nd VP and
Jill Cairns has moved from 2VP to Secretary, I'm sure you are all with me to wish them well
in their new positions!
You may have notice in this issue that Rob Paterson is looking to expand the Website/Social
Media Committee to include a total of three people with suitable skills to help manage the
Website. If you feel you can be of help in this area, please contact Rob and let him know
you are interested in helping.
The Club is also looking for a new Ways & Means Committee Chair, this position looks
after the Club novelties and memorabilia, you have probably seen my wife Liz at this task
for many years at the National Specialty with jackets, hats and all sorts of stuff. This can be
done by one person or a committee if you are interested, please contact me or your area
director.
Last but definitely not the least, we have had a change in editor for the heart of
communication in our club, yes, the Leaves! Lynn Walker has stepped in to slowly take the
reins from Jill in this most crucial position in our club! So please if you can give her all your
support and good wishes, I know she will do a fabulous job! Thank you Lynn!
It is hard to think of Christmas at the time I'm writing this, but it is just around the corner, so
I wish you all a Safe and Happy Holiday Season!
I'm sure you are seeing a trend in the theme of my President's messages, always trying to get
membership participation in your club, if there is something you would like us to do or try to
accomplish, please let us know, remember it is your club!
All the best and stay safe!
Bruce Russell
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~ Editor’s Desk~
Lynn Walker

!
Well I am as surprised as you are that I am typing this instead of Jill. Apparently
I had a moment and thought I could do this and I will, but I have very big boots
to fill..
I am hoping to be able to give you an informative and educational newsletter. In
order to do that I need your help. Please email me any articles, brags, pics etc you
might have to put in the newsletters. I need all the help and materials I can get in
making this the great newsletter you are used to. Also feel free to drop me a line
if there is something you think should be included in the newsletter.
Luckily I have Jill helping me as I am leaning on her heavily right now. I can’t
thank her enough.
Picture is just for pleasure and to put something for you to enjoy while reading
my report.
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NATIONAL 2022

ALBERTA , CANADA
The committee is working hard to prepare for the 2022 National at the beautiful Spruce
Meadows in Calgary, AB, to be held the long weekend in Aug.
As the last two years dog shows have been scarce and we have also seen the National
cancelled for two years in a row.
This has never happened in the history of the National being put on.
Now we are very hopeful that 2022 will be able to go forward and so the committee is busy
making sure that everything will be in place, as we want this to be the best National ever.
Right now the committee is trying to firm up judges as the ones that were going to be there
two years ago are not available now. So we are working hard to get the new judges into the
CKC for approval.
Prizes are all ready, ribbons ready to be ordered, auctions items being collected etc.
I really hope to see you all there
We are holding a raffle for a beautiful quilt donated by Cathy Barlow. If you would like to buy
some tickets just let me or any committee member know and we can set you up with some.
We will also need some volunteers during the actual show if anyone is interested. We are
also looking for donations of auction items and brown bag items.
We are actively collecting items for the goodie bags, so if anyone has or can get some items
donated from a company etc we would greatly appreciate it .
Any questions etc you can contact myself or any committee member, (my info is at the top of
the this newsletter), or Shannon Flynn who is the Chair of the committee.
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GOWRIELEA’S FLOURISH
*** FLORA ***
**NEW WC **
**NEW CD **
**NEW HIGH IN TRIAL **
** NEW VERSATILITY CERTIFICATE **
( Ch Gowrielea’s Heartfelt Animation, RN ex GCh. Castlerock Edge of Seventeen )
Let me see, last time I did an ad for Flora (in 2019) I said she barely knew how to finish, her heel free was sometimes a
little shaky, and occasionally she had to be wrestled into the down position. Not much has changed!
But FLORA came through again, finishing her CD with two 197’s and a High in Trial! And OUTDOORS to boot!
P.S. In case you are interested, I actually DID have to wrestle Flora into the down position at one trial (fortunately not
while earning her CD). So I wasn’t kidding. (The judge was not blind, but she was kind, as I only lost two points, and
luckily no one was taping.) Apparently Flora really really likes her Sit Stay, and believes the “down” command is a

nasty trick by her sneaky handler.
Congratulations also to Flora’s BFF “Rizzo” (Ch Albanor’s Dare to Dream CDX) who decided to get her High in Trial
(on the way to her CDX) the day after Flora, so we didn’t even need to do a runoff!
Flora also decided this year that she really loved to retrieve ducks (probably because she is a girl dog and had to prove
that anything Fargo could do, she could do better).
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With almost no training this year or last year, she didn’t know there were two gunners out there, she didn’t know the
judge would lift a clipboard behind her and say “dog”, and she had hardly seen a duck all summer. With thanks to Sue
Kish for a last-minute “desperation training session” in that steamy summer heat, she learned all about the rules a few
days before the test (her handler learned a few things too!) and she ACED the test. In the pouring rain. (But at least it
wasn’t 40 degrees!)
Thank you, Liz and Bruce Russell, for this wonderful little girl, who is just more and more fun to work with.
Gail Wormington
motchreba@gmail.com
Thank you, also, Tom Cooper, for the lovely photos!
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ATLANTIC DIRECTOR
FRANK MAC ARTHUR
ATLANTIC REGION
Well, another chapter in the Books for the Atlantic Region, as events are starting to end for the year with
only six weeks to Christmas. I am very pleased that everyone respected the covid protocols were followed
and everyone was able to take part in varies events in the Atlantic region. The fourth wave has hit us, but

most are respecting the rules in their
areas. Clubs have been
putting a great effort into being safe. I pleased that we have had several shows and trials and members are
taking part in these events, and most of all there has been no exposure from these events that have been
reported.
The Maritime Golden Retriever regional specialty was held in Cross Creek, New Brunswick in September.
There was a very good entry and despite the rain was a great success thanks to Marg Bethune and her
committee.
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GRCC remains committed to improve our club in making several changes and making our members more
informed on National Issues and working hard to keep our members better informed it appears that a lot of
hard work is being done throughout the country.
Further Reminder to members
Another reminder that Golden Retriever Club of Canada is offering to new puppy owners and would like to
welcome you to the Golden Retriever community and are offering you a complimentary one-year provisional
membership
To claim your complimentary membership, please visit the Golden Retriever Club of Canada website
https://grcc.net/index.php/sample-page/joining-the-grcc/ and complete the online membership application
form. In the comments section please enter the name of your referrer and the notation "Complimentary
Membership".
The Golden Retriever Club of Canada is comprised of individuals who are breeders, exhibitors and pet
owners who would be happy to share their expertise. The club sponsors events throughout the year and
offers information on dog related activities and health clinics. We welcome you to our Golden family.
START PLANNING TO ATTEND THE NATIONAL IN CALGARY ALBERTA THE END OF JULY 2022.
Maritime Golden Retriever Club News
As stated, earlier MGRC held their Regional at the Miramichi Kennel Club Show in September in Cross
Creek, NB. Conformation, and Obedience and Rally and WC in Fredericton at the Dunn Property the same
weekend and all were well attended. Royal Canin also sponsored this event.
Joan Carey continues to update our MGRC WEBSITE.
Reminder we have two Facebook Pages, one for public and one closed to members and is in operation
under the guidance of Corrie Horne, Paula J Evans Bragg, Jill Carnes, and Joan Carey.
Alert for members there has been a very bad outbreak of Kennel Cough in the Atlantic region over the past
few months. I have included an article by the AKC for information.

Kennel Cough in Dogs – Symptoms, Treatment &
Prevention
Provided by AKC

What Is Kennel Cough?
Kennel Cough (also known as canine infectious tracheobronchitis) is a highly contagious respiratory disease. Dogs
commonly contract kennel cough at places where large amounts of canines congregate, such as boarding and daycare
facilities, dog parks, training groups, and dog shows. Dogs can spread it to one another through airborne droplets, direct
contact (e.g., touching noses), or contaminated surfaces (including water/food bowls). It’s highly treatable in most dogs
but can be more severe in puppies younger than six months of age and immunocompromised dogs.

What are the Symptoms of Kennel Cough?
If your dog is affected with kennel cough, you may notice one or more of the following symptoms:
•

a strong cough, often with a “honking” sound – this is the most obvious symptom
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•

runny nose

•

sneezing

•

lethargy

•

loss of appetite

•

low fever

Although kennel cough is easily treatable in healthy dogs, Kevin Fitzgerald, DVM, a columnist for AKC Family Dog,
explains that it’s important to report a coughing symptom to your veterinarian because it could be a sign of a more
serious disease.
“The canine distemper virus and canine influenza virus both start off with symptoms nearly identical to kennel cough,”
he said. Other conditions that can cause coughing include a collapsing trachea, bronchitis, asthma, and even heart
disease.

How Is Kennel Cough Treated?
Typically, mild cases of kennel cough are treated with a week or two of rest, but a veterinarian may prescribe
antibiotics to prevent a secondary infection and cough medication to ease the symptoms.
“Nebulizers and vaporizers utilizing inhaled antibiotics or bronchodilators have been reported to be beneficial but are
usually not prescribed,” Dr. Fitzgerald said. Speak to your veterinarian for treatment recommendations. Also, it’s
helpful for owners to use a harness rather than a collar to walk a dog with kennel cough because irritation of the
tracheal can aggravate the cough and possibly even cause damage to the trachea. If you have a household with multiple
pets and one shows signs of a cough, chances are all dogs in the home have been exposed.

Can Kennel Cough Be Prevented?
A vaccine is available for the bordetella bacterium, which is the most common agent to cause kennel cough. Dogs who
are frequently boarded, visit doggie day care, compete in canine sports, or otherwise are exposed to large groups of
dogs may benefit from the vaccine, and many training, boarding, and daycare facilities require proof of vaccination.
The vaccine is available in oral, intranasal, and injectable forms, and depending on the form, it is usually initially given
in two doses two to four weeks apart, followed by a booster every six months to a year.
Although most cases of kennel cough are caused by bordetella, some are caused by other agents, including the bacteria
bordetella bronchiseptica, canine adenovirus type 2, canine parainfluenza virus, canine respiratory coronavirus, and
mycoplasmas, so the vaccine may not prevent your dog from catching the disease.
If you notice your pet coughing or if you plan to introduce your dog to large groups of animals, speak with your
veterinarian.
So, in closing if you have any questions, please do not hesitate to Contact Me,
Frank MacArthur, Atlantic Director
steedrider@hotmail.com or
Phone 1-902-600-0109.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Our FIRST letter to the Editor! Woooohooooo!

!
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A PUPPY FOR CHRISTMAS? ARE YOU SURE?
Hard as it is to believe, the Christmas season is almost here and many people are thinking of what to give as that

very SPECIAL Christmas gift this year. Often, puppies are thought of when deciding what the perfect
Christmas present will be. However, Christmas may not be the best time to give a living puppy as a gift and there
are many reasons for this.

During the Christmas holidays, household routines are often disrupted. Children, while out of school, are
13

distracted and over-excited much of the time. Their thoughts are racing here, there and
everywhere...before Christmas they are caught up in the general household excitement and after
Christmas they are busy trying to play with all the toys and other gifts they receive at once. A puppy, while
oohed and aahed over at the time of giving, may be relegated to the back burner while other gifts are given
attention. Parents are busy shopping, cleaning, baking and often entertaining. There may be no time for
the extra attention a baby puppy needs.
It may be Christmas, but puppy still has to be fed, walked and the messes that are made (puppies are
especially apt to have accidents when the rest of the household is in turmoil) will have to be cleaned up. In
addition, puppies need cuddling time. They don't understand "I don't have time now. Wait till later." Treats
that are left out on tables are irresistible to young puppies. Many of these treats are toxic (chocolate,
poinsettia plants, spray-on Christmas tree flocking, tinsel, garland and mistletoe are among the traditional
holiday trimmings that can cause illness and even death in puppies) and trying to keep puppy out of them
could result in the new puppy spending all its time locked in a room by himself or crated. Not a good way
for puppy to start out in its new home.
The weather at this time of year must also be taken into consideration. A puppy has to eliminate regardless
of the weather. Puppies don't care if it is blizzarding out there, pouring rain or below freezing. When a
puppy has to go, it has to go. Ignoring it or hoping it doesn't REALLY have to go until the weather clears will
almost always result in the puppy having an accident somewhere in the house...usually on the new carpet
or on the new couch...and the owner becoming aggravated. Understand that bringing a puppy into the
family during the winter will mean that you...the resident adult in the family...will be spending a considerable
amount of time standing outside in some very unpleasant weather and at some very unpleasant hours
(puppies often have to eliminate sometime around 3-4 in the morning and that means you will have to get
up and take it outside).
The idea of a puppy being given to someone as a 'surprise' is also attractive. This is generally not a good
idea, however. Too often the recipient of this surprise gift is surprised, alright - but not pleasantly so. A
dog is a huge responsibility. Often people think they might like to own a pet, but simply do not have the
time or energy to commit
to the daily care and feeding of a dog or cat. Too often a dog is given to someone who has not got the
proper facility to care for it. Giving a Golden Retriever puppy as a surprise Christmas gift to a girlfriend who
lives in the city, in a studio walk-up apartment, may sound cute when first thought of. But as that puppy
grows and grows and grows and needs to be walked several times a day in all types of weather, the initial
14

attraction of the idea may begin to lose its appeal, especially to the recipient of the gift. Too often 'surprise'
gift puppies end up as
the responsibility of the general public, surrendered to pounds and shelters by people just not prepared or
able to care for them as they should be cared for.
Puppies are not just for Christmas. They are for life. Because of all these reasons, most reputable
breeders will not sell their puppies for gift giving on Christmas Day and most breeders refuse to sell a
puppy for giving to a second or third party as a 'surprise' gift. In most cases, the breeder will insist on
keeping the puppy until after the excitement of the holidays is over and the household routine has
returned to normal. This is not an unreasonable attitude. In fact, it is the sign of a reputable, caring
breeder who would rather know that the puppy he/she has produced will be entering a household that is
ready and willing to give it all the love and attention it needs...when it needs it. Reputable breeders are
almost always willing to help the new owner make up a special "Puppy Gift Package" by providing a
photo of the puppy and/or of the litter the puppy comes from. The gift-giver can add to this a puppy
collar, leash, toys and a book about the care and feeding of puppies or about the breed the puppy is.
These gifts can be wrapped in festive holiday paper and placed under the tree for opening Christmas
morning. The recipient of this present can then be told that the puppy is spending Christmas with its
family, but will be ready to come home after the holiday. Then, when things have calmed down, the
entire family can go together to pick up the new puppy. The thought of a puppy under the Christmas tree
IS a tempting one. But too many Christmas puppies...center of attention on Christmas Day...end up as
Spring rescues, unwanted by the family that adored them for one day out of the year. Please remember
at Christmas and throughout the year: Puppies are NOT disposable!
Gloria Dittmann, Public Education Online Coordinator, Golden Retriever Club of America (c) Copyright 1996
Gloria S. Dittmann. All rights reserved. Any reproduction, in whole or in part, in any medium whatsoever,
without the express permission of the author is strictly prohibited by law. For reprint information and
permission, please contact the author via e-mail at Golden_Public_Ed@Prodigy.Com
Reprinted with permission of the author
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SHOW SIGHT MAGAZINE
(USA)
Show Sight Magazine ( USA) provides an online Golden Retriever
magazine, which is a compilation of articles which have appeared in its
pages. While the articles are based on the AKC breed standard, they
provide a great deal of information on Golden Retrievers and a lot of
good reading.
https://digital.showsightmagazine.com/view/214234/
Information supplied by Ainslie Mills

~ Board Business ~
Jill Cairns

It has been a bit of a whirlwind since I took on the position of Secretary for the
GRCC. It is a steep learning curve, there is no doubt about that. Thank you to
Christine for passing on her files and being there to answer my questions.
Taking on this position until it is next up for election does have benefits. My
saved emails and GRCC files have been subjected to a cleanup on a massive
level! If you are interested in taking on the position of Secretary for the GRCC, it
will be open for nomination in 2022. Watch for a call for nomination in the
February 2022 issue of the Leaves!
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Motion #: 12 PASSED
Date: August 27, 2021
Motion made by: Jill Cairns
Seconded by: Bruce Russell
Motion: That the GRCC board accept the resignation of club member Beverley Farquhar as received by the
Membership Secretary on August 24th, 2021
IN FAVOUR

Pat Beaulieu (BC)

X

Jill Cairns (Secretary)

X

Jasmine DeBlois (Prairies)

X

Wendy Galt (Treasurer)

X

Connie Johnson (Ontario)

Frank MacArthur
(Maritimes)

DID NOT
VOTE

X

X
X

Kim Sheehan (Past
President)
Lynn Walker (Alberta)

ABSTAIN

X

Rob Paterson (Vice
President)
Bruce Russell (President)

NOT IN
FAVOUR

X

X

Gail Wormington (Quebec) X
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Motion #: 13 PASSED
Date: July 13, 2021
Motion made by: Frank MacArthur
Seconded by: Kim Sheehan

Motion: That Connie Johnson be appointed to the position of 2nd Vice-President until the end of the
position’s term (2023 AGM).
IN FAVOUR

Pat Beaulieu (BC)

X

Jill Cairns (Secretary)

X

Jasmine DeBlois (Prairies)

X

Wendy Galt (Treasurer)

X

Connie Johnson (Ontario)

X

Frank MacArthur (Maritimes)

X

Rob Paterson (Vice President)

X

Bruce Russell (President)

X

Kim Sheehan (Past President)

X

Lynn Walker (Alberta)

X

Gail Wormington (Quebec)

NOT IN FAVOUR

ABSTAIN

X
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Motion #: 14 PASSED
Date: September 30, 2021
Motion made by: Bruce Russell
Seconded by: Gail Wormington
Motion:
That the board appointed Aileen Murray as Ontario Director for the remainder of the term.
Explanation: As there has been no other names put forward in the last month and no dissenting comments for the appointment.

IN FAVOUR

Pat Beaulieu (BC)

X

Jill Cairns (Secretary)

X

Jasmine DeBlois (Prairies)

X

Wendy Galt (Treasurer)

X

Connie Johnson (2nd Vice
President)

X

Frank MacArthur
(Maritimes)

X

Rob Paterson (Vice
President)

NOT IN
FAVOUR

ABSTAIN

DID NOT
VOTE

X

Bruce Russell (President)

X

Kim Sheehan (Past
President)

X

Lynn Walker (Alberta)

X

Gail Wormington (Quebec)

X
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Motion #: 15 PASSED
Date: September 21, 2021
Motion made by: Gail Wormington
Seconded by: Jill Cairns
Motion: That in the Points Chart for the Versatility Certificate program (under “Performance, Tracking and Scent
Detection”), the following changes should be made:
“SDI” should be amended to “SDIN”.
“SDE” should be added, for 4 points.
“SDM” should be amended to 5 points.
Explanation:
“SDI” was a typo. This should have read “SDIN” (Scent Detection Instinct).
“SDE” (Scent Detection Excellent) was accidentally left out. This should be worth 4 points.
“SDM” (Scent Detection Master) should then be bumped up by one point to 5 points.
These should be added to the Points Chart for the Versatility Certificate program.
This was an oversight, and was brought to our attention by one of our members.
As this has just been completed a few months ago, I would think more changes could wait another year or two,
when another committee could be struck.
IN FAVOUR

Pat Beaulieu (BC)

X

Jill Cairns (Secretary)

X

Jasmine DeBlois (Prairies)

X

Wendy Galt (Treasurer)

X

Connie Johnson (2nd Vice
President)

X

NOT IN
FAVOUR

ABSTAIN

DID NOT
VOTE
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Frank MacArthur
(Maritimes)

X

Rob Paterson (Vice
President)

X

Bruce Russell (President)

X

Kim Sheehan (Past
President)

X

Lynn Walker (Alberta)

X

Gail Wormington (Quebec)

X

Motion #: 16 PASSED
Date: October 19, 2021
Motion made by: Wendy Galt
Seconded by: Jill Cairns
Motion: That $150 be the standard amount for GRCC “In Memoriam” donations.
Subject to review with inflation!
IN FAVOUR

Pat Beaulieu (BC)

NOT IN
FAVOUR

ABSTAIN

DID NOT
VOTE
X

Jill Cairns (Secretary)

X

Jasmine DeBlois (Prairies)

X

Wendy Galt (Treasurer)

X
21

Connie Johnson (2nd Vice
President)

X

Frank MacArthur
(Maritimes)

X

Aileen Murray (Ontario)

X

Rob Paterson (Vice
President)

X

Bruce Russell (President)

X

Kim Sheehan (Past
President)

X

Lynn Walker (Alberta)

X

Gail Wormington (Quebec)

X
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Assuming the Worst!
Connie Cleveland
!
I was training a Golden Retriever for field trial competition, a competitive event where
hunting dogs compete against one another in retrieving and other aspects of bird
hunting. He had developed a problem that seemed to be career ending. When I
attempted to direct him to a bird that he had not seen fall, he would respond to three
or four of my whistles or signals giving him direction, but then start hunting, ignoring
my commands. Often he would find the bird while “out of control” of the handler —
me! — which is a failing error in competition.
At first it was frustrating, but soon it was infuriating. Words like stubborn and willful
seemed to best describe his behavior. Surely, he knew better! How could he be so
disobedient!
Day after day, my determination to gain control intensified. Finally, thinking it was my
last option, I took him to trainers more experienced than I was. For five days I listened
as they criticized my ability and the dog’s ability. At the end of the week, their training
advice had not yielded any significant progress.
However, one thing had changed. I was dejected, had lost my confidence, and was
feeling overwhelmed and actually nervous whenever we got Caleb out to train.
It was in one of those moments, as I watched Caleb spin out of control, that I saw his
behavior as panicked, not willfully disobedient. He appeared frantic to find the bird, as
if the mission was to retrieve as fast as he could so that I would stop yelling and
blowing the whistle. When he finally found game, he seemed relieved that the whole
episode had ended.
I have never seen a dog do well when trying to learn while feeling panicked, nervous, or
worried. Nor was this a good learning environment for me either. I took him home,
convinced his career had come to an end.
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I’m going to share a training secret that is one of the most important I know — and it
describes one of the worst dog training mistakes I have made, too.
When dealing with a dog, there is nothing more damaging to a relationship than
assuming willful disobedience.
I have known this principle over many years of dog training. During my 30+ years as
the owner of a dog obedience business, every day someone would call to complain
about a wayward dog and start the conversation by saying, “My dog KNOWS he should
not have done ___________ (fill in the blank!) Yet while I was not watching, just to
spite me, he did!”
Assuming that the dog is purposefully being disobedient causes an adversarial
relationship and much as with people, two adversaries rarely move to the same side of
a disagreement.
This important training secret applies to human beings as well. As a teacher, when a
student is not doing something the way I have asked, it is easy to assume that I’m being
ignored. However, it is often that the student doesn’t understand the instructions or is
too anxious to comply.
When teaching dog obedience classes, I have a rule for my fellow instructors. If a
student is not doing what you are asking, ask again, another way. For example, if your
instructions are to praise the dog, and the owner is silent, tell them, “Say ‘Good dog!’”
If the handler is still mute, perhaps you can get them to praise by saying, “When you
hear me say ‘Good dog,’ please repeat it!”
As an employer, it’s easy to become frustrated with an employee who is struggling with
a task. Rather than assume incompetence, it is much more likely that he or she has not
received clear instructions. This is especially true in a small business environment
when policies, procedures, and job descriptions are often not well documented, and
employees are asked to do more than one job when others are sick or on vacation.
After returning home with Caleb, discouraged from my five days with more
experienced trainers, I asked an older, wiser competitor when it was time to give up on
24

a dog. His answer was, “When training that dog is keeping you from training one you
like more.” I didn’t have another dog to train, and I liked training Caleb. I wasn’t ready
to quit.
However, I was ready to change my attitude. I was ready to stop assuming the worst. I
was ready to make the task simpler, to do a better job of explaining what I wanted, and
to help him understand that I could direct him to a bird much faster than he could find
one. We started again, very simply, in the back yard, cautiously, patiently. This time I
did not assume he was ignoring me, but that he did not understand my whistle and
signal commands.
At the end of Caleb’s career, he had earned two different types of championships,
something done by only two other Golden Retrievers in the history of the breed. When
asked to write about his accomplishments, I wrote,
“In the fall of 2009, Caleb and I faced problems that could have been career ending,
but because of his incredible spirit, and willingness to keep trying to understand what
I wanted, we turned a corner.
In the fall of 2011 he finished his Amateur Field Championship and won the Open
stake at the Golden Retriever Club of America National Specialty. He also qualified
for the 2012 National Amateur Retriever Championship. In the fall of 2012, he
completed his Obedience Trial Championship and qualified and competed in the
National Obedience Invitational.
Standing next to Caleb in the field or in the obedience ring is my privilege and
honor. As his career draws to a close, I cannot thank him enough for putting up with
me.”
Caleb is gone now, but not from my heart. And the lessons he taught me are still with
me too.
Is it serendipity that I have recently been given a young golden retriever who is
struggling to learn how to hear me direct him to a bird he has not seen fall? “Willful”
and “stupid” are the words others have used to describe him.
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I’m looking forward to the challenge — the challenge of proving that poor
communication is much more likely to be the problem.
Reprinted with permission of the author
Connie Cleveland

Connie and Caleb in the above picture
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~ Treasurer’s Report ~
Wendy Galt

Greetings from soggy and wet British Columbia!! As of the date of writing this
report (November 16, 2021 many parts of BC are flooded with roads and bridges
out of commission.
2021 is almost behind us! Who knows what is in store for 2022. Fingers crossed
for better things.
The GRCC bank balance is $48,938.55. There is an outstanding cheque to be
processed in the amount of ($3257.53).
The GRCC Regional Specialty held August 21-22, 2021 in Saskatchewan,
managed to make a profit of $338.21. Congratulations to Robyn McGonigle for
all her hard work in pulling this event off in unprecedented times! Thank you to all
the GRCC members who supported the Specialties with “trophy” donations and
Robyn’s coffee fundraiser.
I am still waiting on the CKC to process the Event fees for the GRCC Regional
Specialty held August 21-22, 2021. Once this is done, this event will be finalized!
Patience with the CKC is a learned skill!
Cheers,
Wendy Galt
GRCC Treasurer
wgalt@telus.net!
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Albanor’s Dream Catcher
“HUNTER”

(Ch Nalyn’s I’m Livin’ Tha Dream ex Ch Albanor the Road and the Miles)
Hunter would like you to know that, it was his first time in the Obedience ring at the Doberman Pincher
Club du Grand Montréal trials. There, he managed to earn his CD! Yes he did! Of course, he wouldn’t
have been able to accomplish this without the support and patience of his trainers, Gail Wormington and
Gina Loffredo.
It must also be said that, if it wasn’t for Rhonda Amsel and “Wilson”, I would have never known what
Obedience training was. After going to a couple of classes with them, I thought, “I want to do that too!! I can’t
wait to get my puppy!!”
A very big thank you to Aileen and Rhona Murray for my “Big Little Boy”. He has brought a lot of joy,
love and fun into our home. Of course, Aileen can testify to the millions of questions I’ve asked her about
Hunter, before and after he arrived into our home. Poor Aileen, she still gets harassed!! Thank you :)
Angie Tzouvelakos
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ALBERTA REPORT
LYNN WALKER
Well is is nice to see shows, trial and health clinics etc going in the last few months. I haven’t been able to
attend any myself as I had puppies and was enjoying them ( yes that is some of them in the pic)I did hear
thru friends that even though the shows are different than we are used to, that they were enjoyable . The
show’s numbers are slightly down and some are shorter in number of days the show is held over . I think a
lot of the clubs/committees are still feeling out what to do and how to do it. It has been somewhat slow , I
think our to the restrictions changing frequently . Those individual sports such as Rally , Obedience, Barn
Hunt, Agility etc where they can run one person at a time are getting up to full speed now.
Also it is good to see some more health clinics going on as I know that has been quite a problem , especially
for those trying to clearances done on bitches before being able to breed them .
The National Committee is continuing their planning and I am hopeful that it will be able to go forth this
coming summer . Mark your calendars for the August long weekend.
Speaking of calendar , don’t forget to get yours to help support the National ( see ad in this issue of the Leaves
on where and how to get yours)
I am hoping to get to a show soon and can’t wait to see some of the people I that I haven’t seen in almost two
years.
( picture copyright 2021)
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North of the Border, continued

[Can Ch. Carolee 's Bran Muin Am-Can c0.- Can

wc
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Can Ch. Carolee’s Shandy Of Sherhaven Am-Can CD, WC
(by Am Ch. Sun Dance Rarue), the foundation bitch of Liz
Sherren’s successful Sherhaven Goldens, are two more
notable Emily daughters who went on to produce some
lovely, accomplished offspring.
But by far the most memorable of Emily's puppies was
“Mufn’s” brother, “Bumper,” who will forever be remembered as one of the few Goldens in Canada to achieve the
pinnacle Qf the spQ|'(' 3 dual champion5hip_ can
Aprch, (;h_ car0]¢¢'5 Somerhing 5pe¢ia1 2nd CDX, wcx;
Am (:1), wCX (can Ch_ 1-[(;1_'5 Golden pim Gibson $010 ex
Can Ch. Carolee Café Au Lait Am-Can CD) was a breeder’s
dream come true. He is only the fth dual champion in our
breed, the rst since 1960 and the last Golden to accomplish

this exrraordinary fear
“when I purchased our fst Gglden Retfieyef ffgm Quf
veterinarian, Dr. Tom Dales, l wanted to produce a Golden
that could do it all — eld, show and obedience. Bumper
became that dog,” says Shirley.
It needn’t be
pointed out that Bumper was an excep.
.
.
tional dog, but it would be neglectful of me to not mention
his teammate and friend, George Stewart. George handled
Bumper through each of his titles with air. Here are some
of the highlights:
~ Can Ch. and CD at 17 months
- BB and Group 2nd at the GRCC Booster at the
Sportsman Show in l979
~ WD at the Fort Detroit Specialty in I979
Best Canadian Bred at the GRCC National in 1980
~ Finished his Field Championship in 198!
Took Stud Dog at the GRCC National in I982
Took Field Trial Class at GRCC National in I985
Took BB and Group III at the GRCC Booster in 1985
~ Finished his CDX in I986
With the completion of his CDX, Bumper became the
most titled Golden Retriever in the history of the breed in

'
'

Can Ch. Beckwirh's Caroleeiv Gamble CGC, TDI

The Beekwllh Bdys
wheh l rst Wehl Id Vlsll Shirley dhd Ala" lh their heme»
I W38 sitting in Ihlf 0fflCC
Ih plC[l.lI'CS and l'lbb0nS
on the walls and drooling over their extensive collection of
Golden books and memorabilia, and l came across a stunhlhg head Shel df ah ahsdlhlely level)’ d°8- wheh I asked
Ala" Who he “'35- he smiled Prdddly ehd Said---”whY~ ‘hells
‘Gamble’ l’
Can Ch. Beckw|th’s Carolee’s Gamble CGC, TDl (AmCan
BCCkWl[h,S Justa Tuckerbear CX Am-C
BCCk(continued on next page)
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“When you look in the whelping box and hold each special puppy, you dream Golden dreams. l did and my dreams
came true.”
Bumper went on to sire some wonderful puppies, including Am-Can Ch. Meadowlake Carolee's Miss Magic CD,
GRCC top show puppy in 1981.
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North of the Border, continued
The rst “Golden Retriever” dog to eam the title of
Canadian Champion was Foxbury Peter (Eng. Dual Ch. Balcombe Boy ex Wonder Duchess), who had been imported by
Alex MacLaren of Buckingham, Quebec. The rst Canadian champion bitch was Dame Daphne (Speedwell Nimrod
ex Guiding Star), imported by Mr. E. N. M. Vemon of
British Columbia.
Interestingly enough, "Daphne" was pregnant by Eng.
Ch. I-laulstone Dan when she was imported. The litter,
whelped in Canada in 1930, contained two bitches who were
destined to become part of the foundation for Rockhaven
Kennels, and as such, the basis of the breed on this continent. Their names were Saffron Penelope and Saffron Chipmonk.
Speedwell Pluto and Rockhaven
Although Sam Magofn is known to be the man who
rst established our breed in North America, it was actually
through a man named Christopher Burton that he got his
rst Golden Retriever: Am-Can Ch. Speedwell Pluto, who
became the basis of his famous Rockhaven kennels.
As a boy in England, Mr. Burton used to hunt with yellow retrievers belonging to his brother-in-law. When he
moved to Canada, he rst settled in Winnipeg, where he met
Bart Armstrong, and later moved to Vancouver, where he
came to know Mr. Magofn.
Here is a quote from a letter written by Christopher Burton chronicling that fated conversation that resulted in
Speedwell Pluto’s trip to Canada. This appeared in Gertrude
Fisher’s excellent book, The Complete Golden Retriever,
rst published by Howell Book House in 1974.
“. . .The late Sam Magofn was a great friend of mine —
we were talking one day at his lovely West Vancouver home,
Rockhaven, about shooting and gun dogs, and he asked me
which breed I liked best, and having seen and shot over
Goldens in England, before I came to Canada, I suggested a
Golden. He got up and walked to his study and came back
with a cable form and asked me to send a cable to my brother-in-law, as I had already told him he had Goldens and
knew about them...As a result, out came Speedwell Pluto
from the Speedwell Kennels at Saffron Walden, England..."
Speedwell Pluto was out of Eng. Ch. Speedwell Emerald
by Eng. Ch. Michael Of Moreton, and made a large impact
on the breed in both Canada and the United States. A prepotent sire who carried some of the top bloodlines in England,
his name appears in the pedigrees of four U.S. National
Retriever Trial champions and the one winner of the Canadian eld trial championship. On top of being a sire of
repute and a wonderful gun dog, “Pluto” was the rst Golden to win a Best in Show in the United States (1933 at the
Puget Sound Kennel Club show in Washington State), and
actually took BIS several times in both countries.
Rockhaven Kennels and Pluto made a tremendous contribution to the breed both in Canada and the United States.
In fact, as I was ipping through the GRCA Yearbook
(1964), I counted 33 Canadian bench champions between
1928 and 1948, of which 18 sported the Rockhaven prex
and l0 were sired by Pluto himself.
Sam Magofn went on to help found the GRCA, while
Mr. Burton spent his life actively promoting Goldens and
their use as a hunting companion. In fact. it is through Mr.
Bur1on’s research into the early days of the breed in Canada

that we owe much of what is written in our Golden Retriever books today. They both leave a ne legacy for us to preserve.

Noted Canadian Field Golden Firsts
In 1947, a bitch owned by Charles Snell named Stalingrad Express became the rst Golden to attain its Canadian
eld championship. The rst dog to complete this title was
Oakcreek’s Van Cleve (Victorius Of Roedare ex Oakcreek’s
Celestial Angel) in 1949.
“Van” was an outstanding Canadian Golden who eventually found his way to the U.S. He completed both his
American and Canadian eld trial championships as well as
his American amateur eld trial championship, won the
Canadian National in 1952, and qualified for the U.S.
National for four years in a row. This outstanding dog
amassed the highest number of eld trial points ever won by
a Golden until the time of his death in 1961.
He was trained early in his career by a very well known
Canadian eld trainer, Charles Bunker. Mr. Bunker worked
with many famous eld Goldens, including Rockhaven
Raynard Of F0-Go-Ta (Rockhaven Rastus ex Judye Of
DewStraw), who became the rst Canadian dual champion
in 1953. Later, Van was partnered with Jack Smyth.

The very first and subsequently the only Golden
Retriever bitch to achieve Canadian dual champion status
was Lady Bess in 1958. Owned by Alec Wilson, she was by
Honeyat Cavalier out of Amor of Northlands.

A Few Words from Kennel and Bench
In closing, I would like to leave you with snippets from
an article entitled “That New Breed in Canada — The Golden Retriever," by Thos. P. Murray of Winnipeg. It appeared
in Kennel and Bench magazine (later to become Dogs in
Canada) in April of 1927.
“A few days ago I was looking over the list of breeds
recognized by the English Kennel Club and amongst them I
noticed the Golden Retriever, for which, I presume. we can
thank that great sportswoman, Mrs. Charlesworth, and now
seeing that we have in our midst quite a number of this
breed, is it not in order for both the Canadian Kennel Club
and American Kennel Club to recognize this as a distinctive
breed. We would like to point out that Westem Canada is a
sportsman’s paradise for Retrievers. For example, take any
show catalogue for Westem Canada shows and notice the
number of Retrievers and Spaniels that are entered therein.
We shall look forward to some action from the powers that
be in this respect in the near future, for it is hardly fair to
allow any fancier to get the impression that insofar as the
various Kennel Clubs are afliated with each other he naturally expects if one club recognizes a certain breed so will
the other clubs do likewise, and therefore he spends considerable money in importing one or two of the breed only to be
informed that they are not recognized by the club to which
he belongs, and it is high time that some denite understanding was given as to what it is safe to import and what
not to import with reference to what we in Canada know as
new breeds...There are at present in Winnipeg ten of these
Golden Retrievers and six or seven in Alberta, also quite a
number in British Columbia, and no doubt there will be con(cgnfinued on next page)
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North of the Border, continued
siderably more in the near future if the Canadian Kennel
Club only do what the older established club in England
have already done. For instance, we have many breeds today not nearly so well known as the Golden Retrievers and
other breeds that we never see anymore...Therefore, let us
hope that justice will be done to this breed in the near future
and so encourage further importation for the betterment of
the breed.”
To which the editor replied:
“Perhaps our contributor should be fair and tell our
readers how long it took Mrs. Charlesworth to secure special
recognition from the Kennel Club (Eng.) and also give his
reasons for presuming that the ailiation reciprocity agreements in any way affects the recognition of breeds. Perhaps,
too, it will be interesting to know just how many Golden
Retrievers there are actually in Canada at the present time
which have come to this country with papers specifying the
breed as Golden Retrievers. To say ‘quite a number’ is rather
an indenite statement, and to talk of ‘high time, etc.’, is
quite uncalled for. Undoubtedly the breed will be recognized
for registration and for dog show purposes as soon as such
recognition justies itself.”

The breed was recognized later that same year.
I hope you have enjoyed this brief jaunt into Canadian
Golden Retriever history. I would like to acknowledge the
following exceptional sources: Gertrude Fisher’s The Complete Golden Retriever and The New Complete Golden
Retriever, Marcia Schlehr’s The New Golden Retriever,
Joan Tudor’s The Golden Retriever, the 1964 GRCA Yearbook, several issues of Kennel and Bench magazine from
the late ’20s early ’30s, and the GRCC Hall of Fame books.

Worth a Trip North
Here is a list of upcoming Golden events in Canada this
summer. If you need more information or would like a complete list of shows, trials, hunt tests, WCs, tracking tests,
etc., visit www.canadiankennelclub.com or call the CKC at
(416) 675-5511.

Alberta:
Sporting Dogs 2000 — Sporting Group Specialty —
July 01, 2000
GRCC Regional Specialty — July 02, 20()0
British Columbia:
Sporting Dog Spectacular — July 13 — I7, 2000
Golden Retriever Club of BC Specialty — July 14, 2000
Ontario:
Field Trial Conformation Show for Retrievers —
June 10, 20()0
South Western Ontario Sporting Dog Specialty —
June 25, 2000
GRCC NATIONAL SPECIALTY — July 21 — 22, 2000

Golden Retriever Club of Greater Toronto Specialty —
July 23, 2000
Quebec:
Golden Retriever Club
May 21, 20()0

of Quebec Specialty —

New Brunswick:
Maritime Golden Retriever Club Specialty
August l8, 20()0

-

Until next time, if you have any comments or suggestions, you can contact me at uthal@yahoo.com, or write
Jennifer Abramson, 60 Pleasant Blvd., Apt. 2706, Toronto
ONT M4T 1K1, Canada.

1999 Annual Reports, continued from page 99

committees in New Mexico. Those attending did so at their
own expense, since they were already at the dog show, and
GRCA’s bill for the meeting was insignicant.
GRCA continued to expand its outreach activities within
the dog community and with the general public. All of these
worthwhile endeavors have a dollar sign attached and affect
the bottom line. GRCA sponsored an additional Specialty
show this year in conjunction with the Intemational Kennel
Club. This one-time effort was highly successful and contributed well to the AKC Caninj Health Foundation, thanks
to co-chairmen Barbara Bransta and Joyce Kinghom.
Single copies of Acquiring a Golden Retriever are now
available to people for free through the Internet. Barbara
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able to take over without any perceptible interruption in service to our members and subscribers. Ollr many volunteers
just keep working their hearts out, God bless them. Our contractors-—-Sylvia, Jolene aild Debbie—give us 110 percent
effort and keep our standards high. Our members and member clubs continue to lead the way in the dog community in
so many ways.
We should be proud of our club and all that it does. I
thank you all for the opportunity to be an active part of
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Ch Albanor’s Dare to Dream CDX CGN VC
I’ve Been Busy!
Since I last wrote, I completed my Ch, CD, CDX (with another HIT) and VC.
Thanks always to Aileen and Rhona Murray at Albanor for giving me such a wonderful start, for
expert handling in the breed ring, and for making me look my very best.
Thanks once again to Gail Wormington and Gina Loffredo for teaching Rhonda all about Obedience
and helping me work to my full potential.
And thanks to Rhonda for holding the leash.
[Rizzo, October 2021]
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JOB OPENING
GRCC is LOOKING for a
WAYS & MEANS
COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSON
This position has no official job description but, historically has been responsible for the
promotion and sale of Club merchandise.
We are looking for a member that is willing to take this to the next level with online
sales of merchandise as well as in person sales at Specialties.
The Chairperson would be responsible for ordering, sales, and distribution of
Merchandise, submitting a yearly report to the GRCC Board and the Club Treasurer.
This can be a committee of one or more members.
Please contact your area Director or the Club Secretary ("Jill
Cairns" goldnz@eastlink.ca )if you are interested.
Thank You Bruce Russell
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Brags
GrChB Ambertru's R U Lonesome Tonight
"Cayde"
DOB Dec
27, 2019
Cayde is co-owned by GRCC members Gwen
Taylor and Connie
Johnson and has been rocking the
conformation ring.
Cayde is currently #3 Golden Retriever in Canada and #1 in Ontario. In September at the
Oakville show, Cayde was awarded Best of Breed at the GRCC Regional Specialty under
Judge Denise Branch and the GR Club of Canada under Judge/Breeder Barbara Pepper.
To top off his weekend, Cayde was awarded breed and 2 group placements by European
judges Denis Kuzelj and Davor Javor.
Cayde, who loves the ring, is a balanced golden who can move. He also has an amazing
temperament and can be seen socializing with kids at shows. Shows are fun for Cayde, and
it shows.
Cayde is presently working on obedience training and working at an Open/Utility level. You'll
be seeing Cayde in the performance rings soon. Cayde is also heading south of the border
now that we are able to travel.
At home, Cayde loves playing with his golden brother, Kai, heading to the beach, sucking on
stuffies and just enjoying life.
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ONTARIO
DIRECTOR REPORT
Ontario Director’s Report, November 2021, Aileen Murray

AILEEN MURRA

Hullo everyone…..hmmm, that’s not Connie you say! Chuckle, no it is not…..I’m baaaaaack!
Hopefully, I will do Connie proud as I fill her former position as she moves up into bigger and better
things as your new 2nd VP.
For those of you who do not know me, and those of you who think my name might be familiar, I
was on the Board as the Director for Quebec and served for a few terms with some breaks in
between, but that was a while ago. I have obviously since moved and am happily relocated in
Eastern Ontario.
I have been emotionally wrapped up in dogs all of my life but actively involved with Golden
Retrievers since the 1980s. With my sister and biggest cheerleader Rhona, we built a very small
breeding program and now have our 9th generation living under our roof. I love doing almost
everything and anything with our dogs and launch into a variety of venues from the conformation
and obedience springboard.
Just like most of you, I have not been able to go to shows or even attend classes during the Covid
lockdowns and, again just like many of you, I added not one but two puppies to our household! It
was extremely difficult for the first puppy as she barely managed to squeeze in a kindergarten
class before the world changed and she went through all of her teen months in isolation. I always
knew that good experiences early in puppyhood helped prepare the dog for the great unknowns
they would encounter, but I was still amazed at how even the simple, seemingly insignificant things
that they missed could affect them. She never got hauled along to classes in which the older dogs
were participating, this might have eased her into how to travel well and be patient while observing
the training (and mayyyybe even picking up a few pointers here and there…..yeah, yeah I know
wishful thinking :-). We couldn’t pop into the local pet stores to shop for treats and greetings. We
never got to participate in conformation with other youngsters where she could learn the ropes in
the show world. There are a multitude of other experiences that our pups go through that we don’t
even notice, yet they are important for balanced psychological development. All of these
innocuous events were unavailable for our Covid puppies, so be gentle and kind when bringing
your tweens or teens out into a world they never knew existed.
38

Covid has also changed the world and ourselves in ways we may not even realize yet and
navigating those changes will be a challenge to all of us. There has been so much sadness and
anxiety associated with the illness, lockdowns and their repercussions, however there have also
been some bright spots—not many— but a few. One of these is the increased use of Zoom.
Originally it became a necessity for those forced to work from home but the ease of use and ability
to connect people had another perk. Zoom offered us seminars and group-led communication
that we might never have had available prior to the pandemic. I have eagerly joined Zoom meeting
after Zoom meeting. I have watched seminars on structure, listened in on chats with well-known
breeders and judges, and learned about advances in science and medicine. I, along with many of
you, even attended our AGM virtually! Though many of us still sit alone waiting for more dog
related activities to open up we have gained the opportunity to continue learning and that is never
a loss.
As much as I look forward to getting back to normal I mourn the missed opportunities. I know
there are many of you out there who were working with older dogs and maybe needed one
qualifying leg for a title when everything came to a halt. I had been working with my veteran boy
and had hoped to get him into a WC event or two, he was so close to being able to achieve that
title but the closing of borders and social distancing put everything on hold and, sadly, now it is too
late. Although it has always been about the journey for me, titling is a tangible confirmation of that
wonderful trip you’ve made with your four-legged partner.
Recently there were a few restricted conformation shows and obedience trials that opened up in
our area and we made the best of it, rain or shine! It felt great to be back at it, to see old friends
and new dogs, to catch up on lives, hopes, dreams and to celebrate “anything”. It is confusing,
though, it feels like we are back at it after only a brief recess, people are the same, conversations
are the same yet 2 years have passed! It is almost as if all those months just ceased to exist…..
Poof!
I do not have a lot to report at this time but I know that the few shows that have been held were
successful and the overall atmosphere was one of joy. Ontario is a huge province and I’ll never be
able to get to most of the shows or events so I do hope you will send me (or better yet our
hardworking Leaves editor) your brags, thoughts, suggestions or all of the above otherwise you will
be stuck listening to me blather on!
I know I have jumped around a lot in this first report, hopefully I will stop acting like my dogs when
they see a squirrel and be a little more focused in future.
Leaves are just starting to fall, geese are flying and there is a nip in the air as I sit writing this report
so it does seem odd to add the following……I would like to wish you all the best of Holidays, Merry
Christmas and all things wonderful in the New Year! Stay safe and hug your dogs daily.
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by Rhonda Hovan hirty Years in Goldens: Lessons Learned
think outside the
Ignore them; it’s
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or produced a dog
doesn’t mean
they’re not, some
that
had
or
that’s the best way
thing’s wrong and
produced
a
to do it.
should
be
significant
prob
reevaluated.
If you have felt hurt
lem.
There
is
by someone else’s
nothing unethical
Every
breeding
practices, resolve
about
should be exciting.
to
treat
other
that.
The
If it’s not exciting
people better than
questionable
before you do it, it
you were treated.
ethics are in the
might not be the
cover-up, or lack of
right breeding or
We all make
disclosure
to
the right timing.
mistakes. Those
others whom it may
who
condemn
affect.
Keep the puppy
others
and
make
that sends shivers
harsh judgments,
Collecting
too
up your spine.
may someday find
many dogs is a
their own mistakes
common pitfall. It
Or keep the puppy
similarly judged.
leads more often to
that makes you
unhappiness
smile.
But even if you are
(human
and
generous in your
If raising another
canine),
than
judgments
of
puppy seems like
toward
one’s
others,
some
a chore, don’t
goals.
people will still be
keep (or buy) it.
mean
in
their
Placing a dog that
Don’t be afraid to
judgments of you.
is
not
getting
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enough attention is
a kindness the dog
deserves, even if it
is emotionally hard
on you and your
family.
People who can’t
place dogs that
don’t work out,
don’t usually last
very long as
serious
competitors and/or
breeders. That’s
fine, as long as
they understand
that going in,
because...
...More dogs don’t
work out, than do
work out.
Your reputation is
the most valuable
thing you have.
Keep it near the top
of your list of
considerations with
every
difficult
decision you make.
Gossip and rumors
are annoying, but
don’t let them get
you down. In the
long run, your
reputation
will
shine
through.
Really.

Always keep sight of
the long run.

you have always
gotten.

This sport breaks
hearts.
It
also
enriches
lives.
These
emotions
sometimes
alter
nate cyclically, and
sometimes
exist
simultaneously.
Showing
and
breeding dogs is
expensive. People
who make money
in dogs without
having a related
business
(boarding,
grooming,
handling,
etc.),
often do so at the
expense of their
reputation.

Learn from your
mistakes and allow
others the
breathing room to
learn from their
mistakes.

A mediocre dog
with a fabulous
pedigree usually
doesn’t produce as
nicely as you’d
hoped.
A fabulous dog
with a mediocre
pedigree usually
doesn’t produce as
nicely as you’d
hoped.
If you do what you
have always done,
you will get what

Dog friends are the
best friends. They
are by far more
important than any
win or award or title
ever could be.
Keep everything in
this perspective.
Joys shared are
joys doubled, and
sorrows shared are
sorrows halved. No
one else can share
the
joys
and
sorrows like a dog
friend.
Give
without
keeping
score.
There is a time for
each of us to give,
and a time for each
of us to receive.
Co-ownerships
often fail because
someone is
keeping score.
What goes around,
comes around. The
positive energy you
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give out will reward
you beyond what
you could have
imagined, and the
negative
energy
you give out will
haunt you beyond
what you could
have
imagined.
You may never
know for sure how
it will make its way
back to you, but it
will.
Don’t waste time
and
energy
thinking
about
mean people; just
remember
the
above, and know
that it will work itself
out in the end.
It’s all about the
dogs. If it ever
seems like it’s not,
reevaluate
and
change course.
For some people,
it’s all about power.
How sad that they
feel a need for
power in the dog
world.
They
probably
feel
inadequate
and
don’t have much
else in their lives.
Power seekers are

not safe to deal
with because their
motives cannot be
trusted.

toward resolution.
Ask questions –
we all have
something to learn.

Unsafe people will
hurt or use anyone,
even those who
thought they were
friends.

Answer questions
– we all have
something to
teach.

Despite everyone’s
best
intentions,
sometimes things
go wrong. It’s not
always someone’s
“fault.”

Nature
will
sometimes permit
denial in the short
term; but over the
long
run,
She
reveals the truth.

When something
goes wrong, start
by listening to the
other person. Don’t
be defensive, and
don’t blame. Just
listen.

Not everything is
genetic
and
breeders
cannot
control everything.
Likewise, when a
puppy
has
a
problem, it doesn’t
necessarily mean
its parents “threw”
the problem.

After
you’ve
listened, express
sympathy
and
understanding to
any party who feels
hurt, or about any
dog that may have
a
problem.
A
simple, “I’m sorry”
doesn’t mean that
it’s your fault; it just
means that you are
sorry the situation
occurred. It’s a
good first step

No dog has perfect
genes, so breeding
always
involves
compromise.
Learning what and
when
to
compromise is part
of the art of
breeding,
and
begins
with
prioritization of the
most
important
things.
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The most important
things are those
that affect quality of
life for the dog.
Other
considerations are
secondary.
Inexperienced
breeders
usually
have a black-andwhite mindset and
believe
that
decisions
can
easily be classified
as
“right”
or
“wrong.”
These
people can be a
little
scary,
because
they
simply don’t know
enough to know
how much they
don’t know.
Experienced
breeders
have
learned that many
decisions involve
complex shades of
gray,
and
sometimes
it’s
difficult to evaluate
“right” and “wrong”
unless you
know all the details
and the context.
Even then, good,
sincere,
honest,
well
motivated

people
sometimes
disagree.

will

But
recognizing
shades of gray is
not an excuse or
justification
for
unethical
decisions.
Reputable
breeders do not
lose sight of their
moral
compass,
even
when
situations become
complex.
People
can
disagree, and still
be friends. And if
they
can’t
be
friends, they can at
least be respectful
of each other.
We
were
all
newbies
once.
Don’t forget what
that felt like, and
treat
other
newcomers as you
wish you had been
treated.
Have
Puppy
Parties and invite
competitors as well
as friends. This
helps competitors
become friends.

The most lasting
legacy that most
people leave in
dogs is not in the
genes of the dogs
they
have
produced, but in
the minds and
hearts
of
the
people they have
touched.
It turns out that the
Beatles were right:
In the end, the love
you take is equal to
the love you make.
Correspondence
invited to: Rhonda
Hovan, PO Box
1110, Bath, OH
44210;
330-6680044;
rhondahovan@aol.
com Send me
lessons that you
have learned, and
maybe
together,
we
can
make
another column!

Reprinted
with
permission of the
auth
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GRCC Regional Specialties Results – Battleford, Saskatchewan
A HUGE thankyou to GRCC member Robyn McGonigle for organizing two Regional
Specialties!

JUVENILE SWEEPSTAKES
JUDGE: MRS. JUDY BYERS
Dogs:
Baby Puppy 4-6 Months
1. KAVON'S MISSION CONTROL B/O: Kathleen Conway
12-18 Months
1. VERDORO’S HOPE FULLY THAT’S TRUE B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
Bitches:
Baby Puppy 4-6 Months
1. KAVON'S SPECIAL MISSION B/O: Kathleen Conway
Junior Puppy 6-9 Months
1. VERDORO'S NATIONAL ENQUIRER B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
Senior Puppy 9-12 Months
1. HARMONY’S DARK SIDE OF THE MOON B: Niome Dubois O: Robyn McGonigle and Niome Dubois
12-18 Months
1. VERDORO’S THE BORDER IS CLOSED B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
2. KAVON N MCGUINNESS HOPE FLIES O: Elizabeth McGuinness, Al Kolenosky, Kathleen Conway
Best Juvenile In Sweepstakes VERDORO’S HOPE FULLY THAT’S TRUE B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael
Faulkner
Best Opposite In Sweepstakes VERDORO'S NATIONAL ENQUIRER B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
VETERAN SWEEPSTAKES
Dogs:
12+ Years
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1. AGMCH AGMCHs GChEx MOTCH GOLDCKER A BOAT TURN XP CGN JH RE TD UTD WCI AGSC
JTX TDCH B/O: Brian & Lori Lancaster.
Bitches:
7-10 Years
1. GCH TAFFY'S WATS IT TEYA B/O: Susan Whipps
2. GCH .VERDORO'S GEORGIA ON MY MIND B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
Best Veteran In Sweepstakes AGMCH AGMCHs GChEx MOTCH GOLDCKER A BOAT TURN XP CGN
JH RE TD UTD WCI AGSC JTX TDCH B/O: Brian & Lori Lancaster.
Best Opposite In Sweepstakes GCH TAFFY'S WATS IT TEYA B/O: Susan Whipps
JUNIOR HANDLING

No Entries
SPECIALTY SHOW #1
JUDGE: MR. GARTH GOURLAY
Dogs:
12-18 Months
1. VERDORO’S HOPE FULLY THAT’S TRUE B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
Bred By Exhibitor
1. TAFFY'S CHASE IS ON THE CASE B/O: Susan Whipps
Open
1. VERDORO’S TURKS AND CAICOS O: Kim Hawkes and Ann Greenbank
WINNERS DOG VERDORO’S HOPE FULLY THAT’S TRUE B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
RESERVE WINNERS DOG VERDORO’S TURKS AND CAICOS O: Kim Hawkes and Ann Greenbank
Veteran 12+ Years
1. AGMCH AGMCHs GChEx MOTCH GOLDCKER A BOAT TURN XP CGN JH RE TD UTD WCI AGSC
JTX TDCH B/O: Brian & Lori Lancaster
Bitches:
Junior Puppy 6-9 Months
1. VERDORO'S NATIONAL ENQUIRER B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
2. TAFFY'S CALYPSOO: Kyla Smith
3. COPPERMOON MAD CAT BOOGIE O: Debra Raffey
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Senior Puppy 9-12 Months
1. HARMONY’S DARK SIDE OF THE MOON O: Robyn McGonigle and Niome Dubois
12-18 Months
1. KAVON N MCGUINNESS HOPE FLIES O: Elizabeth McGuinness, Al Kolenosky, Kathleen Conway
2. VERDORO’S THE BORDER IS CLOSED B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
3. COPPERMOON LITTLE MISS HAPPY O: Rebecca Cutting, Shannon Flynn
Bred By Exhibitor
1. VERDORO’S I’VE GOT YOU BABE B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
Open
1. VERDORO'S DOUBLE BLUFF O: Caitlyn & Allysha Donally
2. AUBURNMIST TOODALOO O: Wendy Hamilton-Petkau, Susan Wall
3. VERDORO’S ALL IN B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
WINNERS BITCH VERDORO'S NATIONAL ENQUIRER B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH VERDORO'S DOUBLE BLUFF O: Caitlyn & Allysha Donally
Veteran 7-10 Years
1. GCH TAFFY'S WATS IT TEYA B/O: Susan Whipps
2. CH KAVON'S MCINTOSH TOFFEE B/O: Kathleen Conway
BEST OF BREED CH SCION BEGOLD MOONSTRUCK WC JH O:Jennifer Weselak
BEST OF OPPOSITE GCH CASTELFIN’S SEVEN DEADLY ZINS, CCA, ITD B/O:Robyn McGonigle
BEST OF WINNERS VERDORO’S HOPE FULLY THAT’S TRUE B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
SELECT DOG: GCH VERDORO'S SAVING SILVERMAN B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
SELCECT BITCH: GCH CANZAS SPARKLING ROSIE NTD O: Karen Mella, William Doyle
AWARD OF MERIT: AGMCH AGMCHs GChEx MOTCH GOLDCKER A BOAT TURN XP CGN JH RE TD
UTD WCI AGSC JTX TDCH B/O: Brian & Lori Lancaster.
BEST PUPPY IN BREED: VERDORO'S NATIONAL ENQUIRER B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
BEST VETERAN IN BREED: AGMCH AGMCHs GChEx MOTCH GOLDCKER A BOAT TURN XP CGN JH
RE TD UTD WCI AGSC JTX TDCH B/O: Brian & Lori Lancaster.
Baby Puppy 4-6 Months Dog
1. KAVON'S MISSION CONTROL B/O: Kathleen Conway
Baby Puppy 4-6 Months Bitch
1. KAVON'S SPECIAL MISSION B/O: Kathleen Conway
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BEST BABY PUPPY IN BREED: KAVON'S SPECIAL MISSION B/O: Kathleen Conway
Gun Retriever Dog
1. AGMCH AGMCHs GChEx MOTCH GOLDCKER A BOAT TURN XP CGN JH RE TD UTD WCI AGSC
JTX TDCH B/O: Brian & Lori Lancaster.
Gun Retriever Bitch
1. CH SCION BEGOLD MOONSTRUCK WC JH O:Jennifer Weselak
BEST GUN RETRIEVER: CH SCION BEGOLD MOONSTRUCK WC JH O:Jennifer Weselak
Brood Bitch:
1. CH VERDORO'S OVERCOMING OBSTACLES B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
2. CH KAVON'S MCINTOSH TOFFEE B/O: Kathleen Conway
BEST BROOD BITCH: CH VERDORO'S OVERCOMING OBSTACLES B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael
Faulkner

SPECIALTY SHOW #2
JUDGE: MR. SHAWN NICHOLS
Dogs:
12-18 Months
1. VERDORO’S HOPE FULLY THAT’S TRUE B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
Bred By Exhibitor
1. TAFFY'S CHASE IS ON THE CASE B/O: Susan Whipps
Open

1. VERDORO’S TURKS AND CAICOS O:Kim Hawkes and Ann Greenbank
WINNERS DOG VERDORO’S HOPE FULLY THAT’S TRUE B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
RESERVE WINNERS DOG TAFFY'S CHASE IS ON THE CASE B/O: Susan Whipps
Veteran 12+ Years
1. AGMCH AGMCHs GChEx MOTCH GOLDCKER A BOAT TURN XP CGN JH RE TD UTD WCI AGSC
JTX TDCH B/O: Brian & Lori Lancaster.
Bitches:
Junior Puppy 6-9 Months
1. VERDORO'S NATIONAL ENQUIRER B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
2. COPPERMOON MAD CAT BOOGIE O: Debra Raffey
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3. TAFFY'S CALYPSOO: Kyla Smith
Senior Puppy 9-12 Months
1. HARMONY’S DARK SIDE OF THE MOON O: Robyn McGonigle and Niome Dubois
12-18 Months
1. KAVON N MCGUINNESS HOPE FLIES O: Elizabeth McGuinness, Al Kolenosky, Kathleen Conway
2. VERDORO’S THE BORDER IS CLOSED B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
Bred By Exhibitor
1. VERDORO’S I’VE GOT YOU BABE B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
Open
1. AUBURNMIST TOODALOO O: Wendy Hamilton-Petkau, Susan Wall
2. VERDORO'S DOUBLE BLUFF O: Caitlyn & Allysha Donally
3. VERDORO’S ALL IN B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
WINNERS BITCH AUBURNMIST TOODALOO O: Wendy Hamilton-Petkau, Susan Wall
RESERVE WINNERS BITCH VERDORO’S I’VE GOT YOU BABE B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
Veteran 7-10 Years
1. GCH TAFFY'S WATS IT TEYA B/O: Susan Whipps
2. CH KAVON'S MCINTOSH TOFFEE B/O: Kathleen Conway
BEST OF BREED GCH VERDORO'S SAVING SILVERMAN B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
BEST OF OPPOSITE CH SCION BEGOLD MOONSTRUCK WC JH O:Jennifer Weselak
BEST OF WINNERS AUBURNMIST TOODALOO O: Wendy Hamilton-Petkau, Susan Wall
SELECT DOG: AGMCH AGMCHs GChEx MOTCH GOLDCKER A BOAT TURN XP CGN JH RE TD UTD
WCI AGSC JTX TDCH B/O: Brian & Lori Lancaster.
SELCECT BITCH: GCH TAFFY'S WATS IT TEYA B/O: Susan Whipps
AWARD OF MERIT: KAVON'S FANTASIA B/O: Kathleen Conway
BEST PUPPY IN BREED: HARMONY’S DARK SIDE OF THE MOON O: Robyn McGonigle and Niome Dubois
BEST VETERAN IN BREED: AGMCH AGMCHs GChEx MOTCH GOLDCKER A BOAT TURN XP CGN JH
RE TD UTD WCI AGSC JTX TDCH B/O: Brian & Lori Lancaster.
Baby Puppy 4-6 Months Dog
1. KAVON'S MISSION CONTROL B/O: Kathleen Conway
Baby Puppy 4-6 Months Bitch
1. KAVON'S SPECIAL MISSION B/O: Kathleen Conway
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BEST BABY PUPPY IN BREED: KAVON'S MISSION CONTROL B/O: Kathleen Conway
BEST GUN RETRIEVER: CH SCION BEGOLD MOONSTRUCK WC JH O:Jennifer Weselak
Brood Bitch:
1. CH VERDORO'S OVERCOMING OBSTACLES B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael Faulkner
2. CH KAVON'S MCINTOSH TOFFEE B/O: Kathleen Conway
BEST BROOD BITCH: CH VERDORO'S OVERCOMING OBSTACLES B/O: Ann Greenbank and Michael
Faulkner
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THE BEAUTY OF MODERATION
Andrew Howard Brace
* reprinted with permission of the author
Earlier today I shared a photograph by Per Unden of a Golden Retriever that had a huge impact on me
by virtue of its sheer overall excellence, correctness, moderation, balance. and total lack of
exaggeration. In the post I made I mentioned that the dog, SANDEMARS B SUPERMAN, who was
born in 1978 and photographed when he was four years old, would have illustrated perfectly an article
I wrote several years ago that was entitled “The Beauty of Moderation”. For the benefit of those who
may not have read it I make no apologies for publishing it here once again with a cropped version of
Per’s original photograph which, I feel, encapsulates everything I am trying to say.
From the time when dog shows first began, breeders have striven to produce examples of excellence
in their given breed, given the historical purpose of the breed and the written blueprint of perfection in
that breed, namely the Breed Standard. Whilst breeds were being developed, the main priorities would
have been functional construction, correct and sound movement for the breed, the specific coat type
and right sort of temperament. Initially it was a case of getting the “nuts and bolts” right, and then when
dogs reached a certain level of correctness, other factors would have come into play – the level of
presentation of dogs, the way they conducted themselves in the show ring and indeed the skill of their
handlers. Once a breed had reached a plateau, these extraneous factors were bound to figure in the
equation and influence judges’ decisions, and breeders found themselves looking for anything that
would give them an edge over their competitors, and invariably that led to them looking for
“excitement” in the dogs they produced.
This excitement could manifest itself in one of several ways. To the purist, they could sense
excitement from a dog whose overall balance was utterly correct for the breed, who had a head and
expression that simply screamed the breed, and whose temperament was such that, whilst it handled
the most rigorous of show situations, remained typical for the breed it aimed to represent.
To others, excitement was more easily identified in the form of exaggerating one aspect of the dog – a
shorter back, longer neck, bigger head, longer coat or whatever, and invariably in a temperament which,
whilst perhaps not being typical for the breed, lent itself to the show ring – the highly-strung dog, always
on its toes, always looking over its shoulder, and never relaxing for a moment.
No matter how biased we may be, we have to admit that in the process of trying to breed a better one,
some breeds have improved yet others have not. Exaggeration through putting appearance before
performance has transformed some breeds into mere caricatures of their ancestors and given scant
regard to the functions for which these breeds were originally developed. Whilst we, as judges, are
unable to say that any given dog can pull a sledge, retrieve a duck or bring down a boar, we should with
some degree of confidence be able to say that it has the mental and physical makeup to do so if required
and appropriately trained.
In the history of many breeds, it is a documented fact that key dogs were produced that did in fact
possess exaggeration of one kind or another, and that, when sensibly used, these dogs contributed to
their breed’s progress. However, when a breed improves to the extent that the majority of specimens
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have reached an acceptable level of type, conformation, movement and temperament that bring them
into close line with the relevant Breed Standard, then exaggeration in any form can no longer make a
worthwhile contribution to that breed. In fact, to condone such exaggerations is to hinder and beleaguer
the breed.

True fanciers and connoisseurs of a breed that is established to a high degree are much more impressed
with classic breed type than they are with flat-catchers and fancy animals that so quickly take the eye of
the uninitiated. Furthermore, they will be rightly concerned by the fact that dogs that are rather “offbeat”
can so easily make their presence felt at group and Best in Show level, possibly at the expense of other
dogs that remain more faithful to their own particular Breed Standard.
Thankfully we still have amongst us many old-time breeders who have watched breeds develop, reach a
peak and then slowly drift away to join the generic masses. The comments of such people when they visit
modern dog shows can be most enlightening and should always be listened to and considered. What
may be thought of as superficial characteristics in the modern show dog are often considered to be
hallmarks of the breed by the old school, and their regret at the loss of these characteristics should be
heeded.
Whilst judges can only judge the dogs the exhibitors place before them, it is their responsibility to show
loyalty to the breed rather than any individuals. Oftentimes we are told that all judges can do is interpret a
Breed Standard, using their natural eye, which is a rather simplistic view of the judge’s remit. It is true that
the Standards give us a written description of perfection – some to a greater or lesser extent – but no
Breed Standard really goes far enough in giving any of its readers a real “feel” for the breed. That will only
come through detailed study of a breed’s history, right through its stages of development.
With careful study, and wherever possible consultation with our elders who remember past generations,
Breed Standards can begin to take on a totally different perspective. Rather than simply reading that a
dog should have a dish face with flaring nostrils, research should inform us as to why that breed
required this characteristic. It is a simple exercise to mentally create a blank sheet and ask ourselves
what this breed was developed for, and then clearly analyse what specifics would enable it to excel at
its job – and even the most glamorous and utilitarian of breeds have good reasons “Why” if you look
hard enough.
As our blank sheet begins to fill, we can establish in our own heads what is important in any breed – what
gives any breed its essence – and these characteristics should always be prioritised in our heads.
Whenever we judge any breed, we should be ever conscious of the “must haves” and rank the cosmetic
and superficial much lower on our list of priorities.
In recent times one of the trends in so many breeds that take dogs away from typical is extremely overangulated hindquarters and the accompanying dramatically sloping topline – in breeds that call for level
toplines and moderate angulation. To some this dysfunctional fault may appear attractive and flashy but
to those who understand balance and function it jars the eye because of its incorrectness. All too often
dramatically over-angulated hindquarters go hand-in-hand with upright fronts that lack angulation and
length of upper arm.
Of course, the Breed Standard is an essential tool of the judge, but the reality of the situation is that a
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deep knowledge of where a breed has come from is guaranteed to place any judge in a better position to
be able to steer it in the right direction and contribute to where it is going. If our concerns are to be
alleviated, it is imperative that the new generation of judges spend as much time understanding why
breeds were developed to look as they do and how their original purpose contributed to what they should
look like.
The reality is that the really great dogs are not necessarily those who possess one extreme eye-catching
feature, but those who are so perfectly balanced and correctly constructed that everything fits and flows,
no one aspect of the dog overshadowing the whole. These are dogs who draw the eye by virtue of their
overall picture and their classic type; furthermore, these are the dogs who are more likely to contribute to
their breed’s progress. Unfortunately, only the connoisseur will recognise and reward them whilst many
judges are fooled by the extrovert show dogs who may be inferior to the dogs who are far less extreme,
yet much closer to their Breed Standard.

!
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~ Prairie Director’s Report ~
Jasmine DeBlois

Well, it’s hard to believe that this is our last newsletter of the year and it’s been quite
the year. It was great to see so many clubs and organizations hosting dog sport events
again and I would like to send out a huge thank you to those clubs. Most dog sports in
the province have been going full force in the latter part of this year. Organizing events
is a feat within itself but having to do so while following Covid protocols made it much
more stressful. So kudos to everyone involved in having these events play out so well
and keeping it safe for all involved.
Unfortunately, Gary Overs K9 Academy and Smok’nGold Retrievers had to postpone
the Connie Cleveland workshop again this past year – hopefully next year. My greatest
disappointment is having to cancel the Avidog seminar with Gayle Watkins in 2020.
Wishing you all a Happy Holiday Season and paws to reflect on all the wonderful
things in life.
Jasmine
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QUEBEC DIRECTOR REPORT

Dog Shows! Dog Shows! Dog Shows!
I hope you all had a chance to get out this summer and get into a few shows and trials. It has been a
long long time, and we were all desperate to see each other again, and of course to get our “new” dogs
in the ring.
We only had a few shows in this area this summer.
Congratulations to the Golden Retriever Club of Quebec for hosting two Specialty shows in
September. We had perfect weather for the two days, and exhibitors and judges (and dogs) had a
wonderful time. Plans are already going forward for another specialty in 2022. Kudos to the show
committee, who were few in number but mighty in commitment and effort.
I was able to attend the Cornwall shows and trials on Labour Day weekend, both as an exhibitor (on
the Saturday) and as a judge (on the Sunday).
Saturday was a picture perfect day, mostly sunny, and quite warm, but low humidity. A bit warm in
the rings, but there was plenty of shade on the grounds. Outdoor trials are not the easiest for most, but
the club had a very good entry, much bigger than usual, as I guess we were all desperate to get our
dogs into a ring, any ring. And the dogs were great, working really well, all happy to be back in the
ring as well. We had quite a few NQ’s, but probably no more than usual. But it was the atmosphere
at ringside that was so special. Everyone was rooting for everyone else, and the spectators clapped for
every routine, pass or fail.
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The entry for the conformation show was HUGE, with many judges going over their limits and having
to be replaced. I understand that on the Saturday evening for the Best in Show judging (which
happened very late), the ring was surrounded with cheering spectators. Just like the good old days!
Sunday morning was good for the dogs, i.e. cloudy and cooler, with a threat of rain in the afternoon.
Well, the threat turned into a deluge in the middle of my Utility B class, and the exhibitor and I, and
her very hairy Sheltie, were all drenched. (But she passed and got her first leg!)
Just a tip for you exhibitors, during Covid, as everyone in the ring has to wear a mask. During the
rain, and even once the rain stops, if your judge is wearing glasses they will not be able to see a thing.
So outdoor trials in bad weather might be something to look for! In the downpour my Utility
exhibitor couldn’t even see her dog to send it over the jump. She had to lift up her glasses with one
hand and signal with the other. Once the rain stopped my glasses kept steaming up, so I was trying to
look under them, through them in the corners, take them off, etcetera. I told my exhibitors they were
all going to get 200’s, but I guess they were a bit disappointed, as I managed to spot a few things, even
though I was probably legally blind at that point.
Other news:
Welcome to the Board, Aileen Murray, as our new Ontario Director! (Or more correctly, welcome
BACK to the Board, as Aileen has already served on the Board a number of times.) Those of us in our
local dog clubs know if you want something done even better than you hoped for or expected, ask
Aileen to do the job. I have known Aileen for many years, and we are lucky to have her. In addition
to her knowledge and experience, she also brings her honesty, her strong sense of integrity, and a great
deal of common sense.
And of course, many thanks to our outgoing Secretary, Christine Kobler, who has given so much to
the GRCC over the years, and who has decided to take a well-deserved break from the Board.
Kudos to Jill Cairns, for sacrificing herself and agreeing to take on the demanding job of Secretary,
and to Connie Johnson, for moving over to the also demanding 2nd VP position. Both these jobs
require a lot of time and effort, so thanks to both of you!
** More news… (Des bonnes nouvelles)
Laura Brunet has agreed to do some translating for us, so we will be able to have some French content
on our web site (and maybe in the Leaves). So good news for our Francophone members! Laura,
thank you so much for volunteering. (Unfortunately, it seems this act of generosity is not quite worthy
of a toaster, but perhaps a set of steak knives could be arranged.)
** Educational Articles Project **
I am not quite sure how it happened, but I seem to have been “volunteered” (thank you, Bruce!) to
head up a project to get more educational articles to put up on our website. So far this is going really
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well, and a number of articles have been submitted. For details on this project, and HOW YOU CAN
BECOME INVOLVED, please see the notice elsewhere in this issue of the Leaves. A big “thank
you” to Rob, our Webmaster, who will have the job of putting them all up on the website.
** Versatility Certificate Program News **
Just a little note. There was a small error in the points for Scent Discrimination, so if you are planning
on using points from this sport I suggest you check out the changes first. (Shown elsewhere in this
issue, under “Board Motions”, just in case the website has not been updated yet.)
Another important point. Although the committee tried really hard to ensure that dogs who qualified
under the old system would also qualify under the new system, it is possible that there would be an
occasional dog who would not. The old system is grandfathered to the end of the year, so if you fall
into that category, send your application in now. (And of course, if you need any help, you are
welcome to contact me. Anyone! You don’t have to live in Quebec!)
Oh my goodness! When I started to write this report, we were still sweltering in the steamy summer
heat. Now I am digging out hats, scarves and gloves and my winter jacket. At least we don’t have
snow! (Yet…..)
*** NEWS FLASH ***
Golden Rescue Quebec is organizing a “Photo with Santa” session on Sunday, December 5th, from
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. It is being held at Timberlea Vet Clinic, 3100 rue Jean Yves in Kirkland,
Quebec. The cost is $15 (cash or etransfer only) for a minimum of four photos (which will be sent to
you by email). I have gone to these on a number of occasions and they are well worth it! (Of course I
know just about everyone there.) Santa is always very cooperative about trying to get a great shot. So
dress up the pups (and yourselves as well, if you wish) and Come On Down! (The photo session is
done outdoors on the veranda, so I suggest you dress accordingly.)
Merry Christmas everyone and a Happy Holiday Season! Hope to see you in the New Year!
Gail Wormington
motchreba@gmail.com
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GRCC – Educational Articles Project

Those of you who attended the Annual General Meeting may remember that I am heading up
a project to find educational articles for the GRCC website. Apparently we have MANY
MANY people who check out our website all the time, but particularly during Covid (who
knew!), and we (the Board) would like to get some good articles up there. The original idea
was more along the lines of what would be good for pet people, but we are also taking
educational articles aimed at more knowledgeable owners and breeders.
So this is how it works. If you think you have an article that would be appropriate, send it
along to me. I will then send it to the rest of the Board so that we can all take a look. If we
think we would like it on the website, we will ask you to obtain permission from the author to
use it.
Here are a couple of examples of possible articles:
- Why you should not shave your Golden
- Grooming tips for pet owners (for Goldens, naturally; no need to discuss Poodles!)
- Why get a purebred
- Anti-dog legislation
- Difference between “purebred” and “well bred”
- What is the Club’s Code of Ethics and what does it mean/what is its purpose.
So far the response has been excellent. We even have a few members who are busy writing
articles at the moment!
There is no deadline to this project, so if you find something you think would be appropriate,
please send it in.
Gail Wormington
motchreba@gmail.com
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REMINDER to ALL Golden Retriever Club of Canada members!!
Your Membership Dues renewal for 2022 is due by January 31, 2022.
You can renew
• on our website by accessing http://grcc.net/index.php/onlinemembership/ and making your payment using your Credit Card.
• or you can complete the Membership Form using the above link
and e-transfer funds to jane@fyreglo.com Please make your
password GRCC2022 and mention that it is for membership
renewal in your comments.
• or mail the form found at New Member & Renewal Forms –
Golden Retriever Club of Canada (grcc.net) and a cheque to
6612 264 Street, Aldergrove, BC V4W 1P8.
Dues for 2022 have not changed:
Single membership
$35
Joint membership (2 people)
$40
Junior membership
$10
Affiliate Club membership
$35
(use the Single membership application online)
Also remember to renew your Breeder’s List membership at the same
time. Members who have been members in good standing for a minimum
of 5 consecutive years are eligible for the Breeder’s List after they have
renewed their Membership for 2022. You can renew online at New
Member & Renewal Forms – Golden Retriever Club of Canada (grcc.net)
There is no cost for your Breeder’s List renewal for 2022.
** Please renew early and All the Best for a wonderful 2022. **
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Welcome to the
following NEW
Members

Kelly Bryant, ON

Julie Baron & Jason Woolley, AB

Heather Acheson, ON

Emilie Bullard & Sue Riggins, OR, USA

Holly Anderson, BC

Corina & Jeffrey Kless, ON

Gisele Eady, ON

Debbie & Bill Yarnell, ON

Scott MacKinnon, PEI

Jennifer Allen, NB

Tara Carll, ON

Cheryl Webster, ON

Janet Lockhart, ON

Pam & Charlotte Badger, VT, USA

Julia Gibson, ON
Debra Raffey, AB

The following members have completed their Provisional year and become Ordinary members
Karyn Hoskyn & Ian Moss, BC
Justin & Athena McLash, BC
Clay Taylor, ON
!
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MINUTES – 2021 ANNUAL BOARD MEETING
AUGUST 22, 2021 via Zoom
In attendance:
Bruce Russell
Christine Kobler
Wendy Galt
Kim Sheehan
Gail Wormington
Frank MacArthur
Rob Paterson (joined partway through the meeting)

Jill Cairns
Pat Beaulieu
Lynn Walker

Absent:

Connie Johnson

Jasmine DeBlois

1.

Meeting was called to order at 3:05 PST by Bruce Russell

2.

Motion made by Gail Wormington, 2nd by Frank McArthur to amend the agenda to add Old
Business.
Carried
(unanimous)

3.

Motion made by Lynn Walker, 2nd by Kim Sheehan to accept the 2021 Agenda
Carried
(unanimous)

4.

Motion made by Jill Cairns, 2nd by Lynn Walker to accept the 2020 Annual Board Meeting
Minutes
Carried
(unanimous)

5.

Reports: (included at the end of this document)

Bruce asked for comments/questions regarding reports submitted. Kim commented that she is sorry
to see Christine’s resignation in her report. Board members shared Kim’s sentiment. Discussion took
place regarding replacements and what Bylaws relate to replacing a board member mid-term. Bruce
proposed to the board that Jill move to Secretary position until the end of the term (AGM, 2022) and
that Aileen Murray take on the role of 2nd VP until the end of that position term. Jill asked if another
board members would be willing to take on the newsletter editor job. Lynn agreed to take on the
task with support from Jill.
Motion made by Lynn, seconded by Gail that Jill resign from 2nd Vice President to take on the
position of Secretary until the end of the term (AGM, 2022) and Aileen Murray to take on the role of
2nd VP until the end of the term.
Tabled
In favour: Lynn Walker, Jill Cairns, Gail Wormington, Pat Beaulieu
Abstain: Wendy Galt
Did not vote: Kim Sheehan, Christine Kobler, Bruce Russell, Frank MacArthur
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Discussion took place regarding Bruce seeking volunteers to ensure a full slate of board members prior to
the start of the ABM. Frank asked that it be recorded in the minutes that he found this insulting. When
questioned by Gail, asking ‘Insulting to?’ Frank replied, ‘To Christine’. Christine stated she was not insulted
or offended, she was surprised. Discussion ensued regarding process and the Board’s responsibility to fill
vacancies until the end of a term, with all board members sharing their strong opinions on the matter.
Discussion continued during the voting, some board members felt further discussion was required after a
vote had been called. The motion was then tabled until later in the meeting.
6. OLD BUSINESS –
AGM date and time –
Bruce asked that we set a time for the AGM on September 19th. 2021. The
meeting will be held at 5:00 pm PST.

Policies and Procedures Manual –
This will be in the works for this year. Separate committees will be set up for
the various areas.

Archives creation –
Jill has a list of life members, HOF, Versatility etc. but is not the archives
person. It would be good to have all archives in one place and in digital
format.

Ways and Means Chair –

!

Board members were asked to canvas membership for anybody that might
be interested. The position is sales at the National, club merchandise etc.
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7. NEW BUSINESS
a.

Club Trophies (Bruce)
Discussion took place regarding how we move forward with the trophies. Some have new
bases added and no longer fit in the cases. We may need to look at purchasing new plastic
cases for them. Typically those shipped to the National are all the event trophies. (Annual
trophies only when the recipients will be in attendance). A general feeling that it would be
the Board’s responsibility to care for trophies on site if they were shipped, and that the GRCC
would be responsible for transport costs. General consensus that it would be desirable to
have trophies on site at future Nationals. Discussion was tabled until after the AGM.

b.

b.

Education (Gail)
Gail would like to see more educational information on the GRCC website. All board
members will submit an educational article to Gail and cc the Board when doing so. We
should also make members aware of the GRCA Zoom meetings that are taking place as they
are very educational.

c.

`Results of the Vote on changes to by-laws (Rob)
Rob sent results to the Board in his report and is included under the Reports section.

d.

Walmart greeter program - welcome to new members (Gail)
In addition to new members getting a welcome email from Jane, Gail
suggested that Regional Directors contact new members in their area to
welcome them, make them aware of events coming up etc. Bruce will ask Jane
to cc Directors on the welcome email she sends. Agreed that we will move
forward with this. Directors were encouraged to contact members that have
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not renewed their membership. Suggested that Directors contact Jane midJanuary for a list of folks in their area that have not renewed.

e.

Members that are not following the Code of Ethics (Frank)
Bruce reminded the Board that there is a procedure in place outlined in our By-laws
for complaints against members. There was considerable discussion as to how the
Board is to proceed in the absence of a formal complaint if a member is aware of
another GRCC member who is not following the COE. Discussion was if the Board
could decide to bypass the $25 fee and the need to have a name on the complaint
or if it could be the Board carrying a complaint forward. There currently is such a
situation, and the information/evidence will be forwarded to Board members.
Discussion will take place once information/details are distributed to all members of
the Board.

Further discussion regarding position of secretary took place.

Motion made by Frank MacArthur, 2nd by Pat Beaulieu - Jill will move from 2nd Vice to Secretary
as of the adjournment of the ABM.
Carried
In favour: Frank MacArthur, Jill Cairns, Gail Wormington, Pat Beaulieu, Wendy Galt, Lynn
Walker, Rob Paterson
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Abstain: Christine Kobler, Kim Sheehan
The position of 2nd VP will remain vacant. We will discuss over the next month.
Motion made by Pat Beaulieu to adjourn at 5:01pm PST

REPORTS
PRESIDENT'S REPORT – Bruce Russell
Thank you to all Board Members, Standing Committee Members, Committee Members and all those
who help with the operation of the club and events over this past year.
You all deserve a pat on the back (sorry that could be considered unwanted touching) so a big thank
you for the volunteering of your time and experience, that has made this club a little bit better.
Over the past year although the events part of the club has been very slow or nonexistent, things
have been happening.
A review of the Constitution and vote, a review of the Bylaws and a vote, thanks to Rob and Wendy
we are now able to accept credit card payments through the website for dues and whatever else we
would like to sell.
The second year of complimentary membership for new first time applications has gone well with us
offering a number of them, hopefully those new members will stick around and become long time
members.
The breed Standard and Education Committee has done a wonderful job in updating and getting
the changes to the official Breed Standard passed and accepted by the membership and CKC.
Rob is about to launch a new version of our website which I'm sure we are all looking forward too,
the few pages I saw of it were very exciting!
With regard to the Website, I believe we should expand the Standing Committee for the
Website and Social Media to a three persons Committee all with equal access and editing
capabilities (hopefully of similar experience) to share the load, so to speak.
I believe Rob's recent illness has shown us, a weakness in this area of the club's operation that needs
to be addressed. With the pandemic, so much more of our life is spent online and I don't see that
changing to a great extent even as we move towards a more normal life.
Looking forward to another great year and hopefully seeing everyone in person next summer if not
sooner.
Bruce Russell
MINUTES – 2021 ANNUAL BOARD MEETING
AUGUST 22, 2021 via Zoom
In attendance:
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Bruce Russell
Christine Kobler
Wendy Galt
Kim Sheehan
Gail Wormington
Frank MacArthur
Rob Paterson (joined partway through the meeting)
Absent:
Jasmine DeBlois

Jill Cairns
Pat Beaulieu
Lynn Walker

Connie Johnson

2.

Meeting was called to order at 3:05 PST by Bruce Russell

3.

Motion made by Gail Wormington, 2nd by Frank McArthur to amend the agenda to add Old Business.
Carried
(unanimous)

4.

Motion made by Lynn Walker, 2nd by Kim Sheehan to accept the 2021 Agenda
Carried
(unanimous)

5.

Motion made by Jill Cairns, 2nd by Lynn Walker to accept the 2020 Annual Board Meeting Minutes
Carried
(unanimous)

6.

Reports: (included at the end of this document)

Bruce asked for comments/questions regarding reports submitted. Kim commented that she is sorry to see
Christine’s resignation in her report. Board members shared Kim’s sentiment. Discussion took place
regarding replacements and what Bylaws relate to replacing a board member mid-term. Bruce proposed to
the board that Jill move to Secretary position until the end of the term (AGM, 2022) and that Aileen Murray
take on the role of 2nd VP until the end of that position term. Jill asked if another board members would be
willing to take on the newsletter editor job. Lynn agreed to take on the task with support from Jill.
Motion made by Lynn, seconded by Gail that Jill resign from 2nd Vice President to take on the position of
Secretary until the end of the term (AGM, 2022) and Aileen Murray to take on the role of 2nd VP until the
end of the term.
Tabled
In favour: Lynn Walker, Jill Cairns, Gail Wormington, Pat Beaulieu
Abstain: Wendy Galt
Did not vote: Kim Sheehan, Christine Kobler, Bruce Russell, Frank MacArthur
Discussion took place regarding Bruce seeking volunteers to ensure a full slate of board members prior to
the start of the ABM. Frank asked that it be recorded in the minutes that he found this insulting. When
questioned by Gail, asking ‘Insulting to?’ Frank replied, ‘To Christine’. Christine stated she was not insulted
or offended, she was surprised. Discussion ensued regarding process and the Board’s responsibility to fill
vacancies until the end of a term, with all board members sharing their strong opinions on the matter.
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Discussion continued during the voting, some board members felt further discussion was required after a
vote had been called. The motion was then tabled until later in the meeting.
7.
OLD BUSINESS –
AGM date and time –
Bruce asked that we set a time for the AGM on September 19th. 2021. The
meeting will be held at 5:00 pm PST.

Policies and Procedures Manual –
This will be in the works for this year. Separate committees will be set up for
the various areas.

Archives creation –
Jill has a list of life members, HOF, Versatility etc. but is not the archives
person. It would be good to have all archives in one place and in digital
format.

Ways and Means Chair –
Board members were asked to canvas membership for anybody that might
be interested. The position is sales at the National, club merchandise etc.
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8.

NEW BUSINESS
a.

Club Trophies (Bruce)
Discussion took place regarding how we move forward with the trophies. Some have new
bases added and no longer fit in the cases. We may need to look at purchasing new plastic
cases for them. Typically those shipped to the National are all the event trophies. (Annual
trophies only when the recipients will be in attendance). A general feeling that it would be
the Board’s responsibility to care for trophies on site if they were shipped, and that the GRCC
would be responsible for transport costs. General consensus that it would be desirable to
have trophies on site at future Nationals. Discussion was tabled until after the AGM.

b.

Education (Gail)
Gail would like to see more educational information on the GRCC website. All board
members will submit an educational article to Gail and cc the Board when doing so. We
should also make members aware of the GRCA Zoom meetings that are taking place as they
are very educational.

c.

Results of the Vote on changes to by-laws (Rob)
Rob sent results to the Board in his report and is included under the Reports section.

d.

Walmart greeter program - welcome to new members (Gail)
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In addition to new members getting a welcome email from Jane, Gail
suggested that Regional Directors contact new members in their area to
welcome them, make them aware of events coming up etc. Bruce will ask Jane
to cc Directors on the welcome email she sends. Agreed that we will move
forward with this. Directors were encouraged to contact members that have
not renewed their membership. Suggested that Directors contact Jane midJanuary for a list of folks in their area that have not renewed.

e.

Members that are not following the Code of Ethics (Frank)
Bruce reminded the Board that there is a procedure in place outlined in our By-laws
for complaints against members. There was considerable discussion as to how the
Board is to proceed in the absence of a formal complaint if a member is aware of
another GRCC member who is not following the COE. Discussion was if the Board
could decide to bypass the $25 fee and the need to have a name on the complaint
or if it could be the Board carrying a complaint forward. There currently is such a
situation, and the information/evidence will be forwarded to Board members.
Discussion will take place once information/details are distributed to all members of
the Board.

f.

Further discussion regarding position of secretary took place.

Motion made by Frank MacArthur, 2nd by Pat Beaulieu - Jill will move from 2nd Vice to Secretary
as of the adjournment of the ABM.
Carried
In favour: Frank MacArthur, Jill Cairns, Gail Wormington, Pat Beaulieu, Wendy Galt, Lynn
Walker, Rob Paterson
Abstain: Christine Kobler, Kim Sheehan
The position of 2nd VP will remain vacant. We will discuss over the next month.
Motion made by Pat Beaulieu to adjourn at 5:01pm PST
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REPORTS
PRESIDENT'S REPORT – Bruce Russell
Thank you to all Board Members, Standing Committee Members, Committee Members and all those
who help with the operation of the club and events over this past year.
You all deserve a pat on the back (sorry that could be considered unwanted touching) so a big thank
you for the volunteering of your time and experience, that has made this club a little bit better.
Over the past year although the events part of the club has been very slow or nonexistent, things
have been happening.
A review of the Constitution and vote, a review of the Bylaws and a vote, thanks to Rob and Wendy
we are now able to accept credit card payments through the website for dues and whatever else we
would like to sell.
The second year of complimentary membership for new first time applications has gone well with us
offering a number of them, hopefully those new members will stick around and become long time
members.
The breed Standard and Education Committee has done a wonderful job in updating and getting
the changes to the official Breed Standard passed and accepted by the membership and CKC.
Rob is about to launch a new version of our website which I'm sure we are all
looking forward
too, the few pages I saw of it were very exciting!
With regard to the Website, I believe we should expand the Standing
Committee for the
Website and Social Media to a three persons Committee all with equal access and editing
capabilities (hopefully of similar experience) to share the load, so to speak.
I believe Rob's resent illness has shown us, a weakness in this area of the club's operation that needs
to be addressed. With the pandemic, so much more of our life is spent online and I don't see that
changing to a great extent even as we move towards a more normal life.
Looking forward to another great year and hopefully seeing everyone in person next summer if not
sooner.
Bruce Russell
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FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT’S REPORT – Rob Paterson
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2nd VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT – Jill Cairns
2021 has been a busy year despite the lack of shows and trials across the country. Early in the year I created
a member only private FB group to allow for posting of information that is of interest to GRCC members. If
you haven’t already joined, please do! It’s been wonderful to see members posting in that group.
The annual trophies have been updated with the 2021 winners and the GRCC website has been updated
with our new recipients as well. This last year I was a member of the Annual Awards committee, chaired by
Gail Wormington and criteria has been brought up to date.
I was also a member of the Versatility Certificate review committee in 2021.
Hall of Fame recipients are being added to the GRCC website so the historical information is available to
the public. I also started and will maintain an honorary/life member archive record that is now posted to the
GRCC website as well.
I continue to send out HOF/versatility awards as they are achieved, and update the website with our HOF
recipients.
The Golden Leaves newsletter is published 4 times a year (February, May, August and November). I’ve
continued as editor again in 2021. If any members have questions/concerns or contributions for the
newsletter, please contact me goldnz@eastlink.ca
Jill Cairns
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TREASURER'S REPORT – Wendy Galt
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SECRETARY'S REPORT
Hi everyone: I have nothing to report other than I want to resign from this position as soon as possible and
can we please discuss looking for a replacement.
ALBERTA DIRECTOR'S REPORT
This year has been difficult to say the least with COVID and all dog events being cancelled.
It is great seeing the events starting up again and hearing of the achievements being made by their dogs.
For me as the Director of Alberta it has been a frustration year as we have been working on the National,
which was to be held at Spruce Meadows the long weekend of August 2020, then 2021. We had to cancel
it last year and then had to make the difficult decision to cancel again this year. We are hopeful that next
year will allow us to have this event.
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Meanwhile we continue to work on organization of the event. It would seem that we have had lots of time
to plan, organize etc, but it has actually made it harder. The president of the National committee has
moved to BC , others have also had changes to their lives which has made it difficult to have meeting etc.
It has also been a benefit in that it has allowed us more time to fund raise and we have been very fortunate
to have Robyn McGonigle and Valorie Corner doing a number of fund raising events. The committee would
like to thank them for all the work they have done in fund raising for this event. It is greatly appreciated.
We will be working hard to make this event the best ever and we look forward to seeing you all there.
Lynn Walker
Alberta Director GRCC
ATLANTIC DIRECTOR’S REPORT – Frank MacArthur
Here in the Atlantic region, it has been a very interesting year here in the Atlantic Region with restrictions
being the main concerns for our members in doing any planning for events. However, as restrictions eased,
and events started to happen members were finally able to get together to enjoy activities with our
goldens. As the year progressed, we started to see events happening every weekend throughout the
region. Many people are now doubled vaccinated, and the Covid infections have been slowing down, but
there is concern around the area regarding the fourth wave. However, it appears that members are
respecting the guidelines and putting a great effort into being safe. I am encouraged that we have had
several shows and trials and members are taking part in these events and doing well and most of all no
exposure from these events have been reported.
I was elected Zone 1, Director for Canadian Kennel Club which has given me a broader knowledge of the
events in the Atlantic area and has enabled me to stay more informed of the issues that have and will affect
our members in our area. It also enables me to have a voice at the CKC table, and in turn able to express
any concerns our members might have at the GRCC. The major issue at present is the proposed breeder’s
legislation in the province of Nova Scotia.
I also remain the president of Maritime Golden Retriever Club and very proud that club is working very hard
to advance the needs of our goldens in the Atlantic Region and throughout Canada. The Maritime Golden
Retriever Regional will be held September 25,2021, At 1256 Route 107, Cross Creek, New Brunswick, and
WC in Fredericton at the Dunn Property the same weekend, The Show Chair will be Marg Bethune and
planes are looking very positive. Royal Canin will also be sponsoring this event. This Regional will be part of
a Ten Days of shows. We MGRC held another session of beginner WC, Tracking, in New Brunswick this year
and was a huge success. Joan Carey continues to update our MGRC WEBSITE. MGRC have two Facebook
Pages, one for public and one closed to members and is in operation under the guidance of Corrie Horne,
Paula J Evans Bragg, Jill Carnes, and Joan Carey.
Finally, I want to thank the GRCC Board of Directors for all their hard work over this very trying past year,
and the dedication to the Golden Retriever Breed. I am looking forward to continuing my role as Director !
hopefully getting as many members as possible to take part in the club. !
!
Sincerely !
Frank MacArthur !
Atlantic Director
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BC DIRECTOR’S REPORT – Pat Beaulieu
It was my pleasure to serve as the BC director again this year. This year, I read all club correspondence and
contributed when I felt I had something to add. I voted on all motions, based on my knowledge of the
topic being voted upon.
I attended all the GRCBC meetings and was a presence representing the GRCC. I regularly remined the
GRCBC membership that I am also their representative to the GRCBC, and if they had anything they
wanted brought to the GRCC’s attention, that I would be available to assist.
As well, I worked with Carol on redesigning the Versatility Certificate program application form to reflect
the changes approved in 2021 and developed a fillable PDF.
I feel very fortunate to belong to two very active, and engaging golden retriever clubs, and look forward to
serving as the BC Director for one more year.
Respectfully submitted,
Pat Beaulieu
ONTARIO DIRECTOR'S REPORT – Connie Johnson
No report submitted.
QUEBEC DIRECTOR’S REPORT – Gail Wormington
The past year has been very difficult for us all. There were basically no shows and almost no doggy
activities in this province. However, it was a good time to get some work done for the GRCC.
After two years of hard work, the Committee to Update the Annual Awards finished up its work in August
2020. I hope you all had the chance to check out the amendments. Unfortunately, not many trophies were
awarded for the 2020 calendar year. Hopefully 2021 will be a lot better. Again, thank you to my longsuffering, hard-working, never-say-die committee members, Jill Cairns, Esther Cox, Laureen Kinney, Aileen
Murray, Lori Lancaster, Michele Tuominen, and our long-suffering President, Bruce Russell. (In case you
didn’t know, the President has to serve on all committees, whether he wants to or not! And I had no
hesitation in bugging him for his opinion.) This was a huge project, as these awards had not been
amended for about thirty years, so there was a lot of updating to be done, many new CKC titles to be
added, changes to the clearances to be considered, etc.
“Sucker for Punishment” apparently being my middle name, I somehow (in a weak moment) volunteered to
head up the Committee to Update the Versatility Certificate program. Fortunately, this one didn’t take
two years, but it did take a lot of work. Many thanks to my hard-working committee, Carol Beaulieu, Jill
Cairns, Lindsay Harvey, Laureen Kinney, Aileen Murray, and Bruce Russell.
Apparently if you bug someone to join your committee, they can then bug you to join theirs. So I then got
talked into serving on the Committee to Update the Constitution and By-Laws, headed up by Aileen
Murray. This was not the easiest job. Hopefully you all read the proposed amendments, and voted on
them! Well, you (the members) only had to read it once. We (the committee) all read it dozens and dozens
of times. And we were not constitutional experts, by any means. (Although perhaps we are now!) A big,
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huge thank you to Aileen, for agreeing to head up such a difficult task, and then doing such an outstanding
job of leadership, and to the rest of the committee, Rhonda Amsel, Marg Bethune, Robyn McGonigle and
Bruce Russell, for doing such a good job, and managing to stay cheerful and willing throughout the
process!
I believe I have said this before, but it bears repeating. We are lucky to have so much depth of knowledge
and experience in our membership. It was a privilege to work with all the members of the various
committees, who all cooperated with each other, shared their knowledge and expertise willingly, and (even
more important) were willing to listen to the opinions of others. I think we can all say it was a positive
experience. If you have the opportunity to serve on a committee for the GRCC, say “Yes!” You won’t
regret it.
With regard to the Quebec club, although it is still having major difficulties regarding one ex-member, it
looks hopeful that the club will survive. Two specialty shows are being organized for September, and there
are plans to organize an eye and heart clinic in the fall.
While 2021 is certainly better than 2020, we still have a long way to go. Here’s hoping we will all be able
to meet again soon.
Gail Wormington

PRAIRIE DIRECTOR'S REPORT – Jasmine DeBlois
No report submitted.
Report of the Breed Standard and Judge’s Education Committee for 2020/21 – Ainslie Mills
Respectfully submitted by Ainslie Mills, Chair, August 12, 2021.
Committee Members: Ainslie Mills (Chair), Louise Grant, Karin Klouman, Kim Sheehan
Accomplished goals in last year:
Breed Standard: The Committee worked on the revisions to the breed standard and following the steps
required by the CKC. A vote of the membership on the revisions to the standard was conducted in August
2020 and each revision passed with a majority in favour. The Canadian Kennel Club Board of Directors
approved the new breed standard for the Golden Retriever in March 2021, with an effective date of
January 1, 2022.
Breed Mentors: An initial list of GRCC approved breed mentors was established with seven individuals now
listed on the GRCC web site for judges or those new to the breed to consult. We would like to add more
mentors from the ranks of experienced breeders in Canada. The application form is on the GRCC web site
and may be submitted by those who feel they have the knowledge, time and interest in mentoring others.
Projects in process:
The Committee has been working on revisions to the GRCC Illustrated Commentary on the Breed
Standard. The goal is to have an online publication only, with the addition of many more photos. We have
made all the changes related to the new breed standard and largely completed revisions to the
commentary. We are currently seeking more “conformation” photos to illustrated the various colours and
acceptable styles within the breed. Barb Loree was able to provide some wonderful field photos,
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illustrating land and water retrieves with various types of birds. We now have a complete page of photos
illustrating function.

Future goals:
Once the new standard is in place and we have completed the revision of the Illustrated Commentary, the
Committee will turn its attention to education. Hopefully we can provide both original and “borrowed”
articles for Golden Leaves pertaining to the breed standard and its interpretation.
Another project will be directed toward judges. We would like to complete a “quick study” reference card
or a Golden Retriever breed standard brochure for quick review by judges. These would be similar to the
At a Glance brochure and Quick Study card which Ainslie helped develop for GRCA during her tenure as JE
Chair. Ideally this could be done as a PDF for download from the web site for printing out, but also in
paper format, either laminated or on card stock for use in ringside tutoring or at JE seminars. As the
content is developed, the Committee will be in touch with the Board with any budgetary requests.
WAYS AND MEANS ANNUAL REPORT - Liz Russell
Ways & Means !
No activity, no sales, no purchases, !
Still in need of a new Ways & Means chairperson!
Thank you Liz Russell
NOMINATIONS REPORT – Kim Sheehan
Nobody nominated for positions, all board members standing
The upcoming vote for changes to the constitution closes on August 31.
AGM is September 19

BREEDERS' LIST REPORT – Judy Stewart
Hello everyone, I hope you are having a great Summer. I have been doing the breeders list for many years
now and would like to say a few words about the requirements for the breeders list. This year we had a
complimentary breeders list at no charge but not a lot of members took advantage of this. I would
encourage you as breeders to put your info on the list each year. Over the years of doing the breeders list I
have had many people looking for a puppy email me with a concern that a breeder is a member of the
GRCC but is not on the breeders list and they ask me why this is. !
!
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Requirements for the breeders list:!
!
GRCC members need to be in good standing for a minimum of 5 years and your membership needs to be
continuous for the 5 years. The fee is $25 for the year and this fee does help support your club. You can
renew online each year or you can also send your information to me at goldens@superaje.com. The
breeders list application form is on the GRCC website as well as the membership renewal form.
!
Enjoy the rest of the summer, looking forward to happy times ahead,!
!
Judy Stewart
MEMBERSHIP REPORT –Jane Christy

!
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GRCC AGM MINUTES
Held on Sunday, September 19h, 2021 at 5:00PM PST
In Attendance:
Bruce Russell
Robyn McGonigle
Laura Brunet
Rhona Murray
Christine Kobler
Susan Laidley
Angie Tzouvelakos

Joy Gray
Anik Primeau
Elizabeth Taylor
Aileen Murray
Glenda Minor
Mary Barrett
Glenda Minor

Jill Cairns
Pat Beaulieu
Ainslie Mills
Frank MacArthur
Marilyn Redford
Jasmine DeBlois
Louise Grant

Connie Johnson
Carol Beaulieu
Barrie Mills
Kim Sheehan
Lynn Walker
Wendy Galt
Gail Wormington Anna Sanford

1. Meeting called to order at 5:04 PST – Bruce Russell
2. Opening remarks by the GRCC President – Bruce Russell
3. Motion to approve the agenda as amended (amended to add approval to the agenda and 2020 minutes) made
by Ainslie Mills 2nd Pat Beaulieu
carried
nd
4. Motion made by Gail Wormington, 2 by Barrie Mills to approve the 2020 minutes as amended (amended to
change the appointed Auditor to Mary Barrett and correct the spelling of Barrie Mills’ name)
carried
5. Financial Report: Financial report summary - Wendy Galt - report has been shared on the Members’ Facebook
page and will be included with minutes on the GRCC website Members’ page. Email Wendy Galt if you have
any questions wgalt@telus.net
Motion made by Christine Kobler, 2nd by Robyn McGonigle to approve the 2021 financial report.
carried

6. Board Election Vote Results – Kim Sheehan at the time of the elections all board members agreed they would
stand. There were no new nominations.
7. Constitution Vote Results – Kim Sheehan - The following are the results of the constitution vote

176 GRCC members eligible to vote
97 Ballots received
18 spoiled ballots (no name on outside envelope)
79 envelopes eligible to open
4 ballots spoiled (not anonymous)
75 eligible ballots to be counted
#3. Result: 74 For.

1 no vote
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#4. Result: 74 For.

1 no vote

#5. Result: 75 For
Results will be published in the next Leaves as well as the website and the Members Only FB page.
8. Vacancies on the Board of Directors – Bruce – There was some juggling of positions as a result of Christine
Kobler’s resignation from the role of Secretary. The Secretary position was taken on by Jill Cairns, with her
resigning the position as 2nd VP. Connie Johnson moved to 2nd VP, resulting in a vacancy for Ontario Director.
The Board is reviewing how to fill this position.
9. Introduction of the GRCC Board of Directors

President – Bruce Russell
First Vice-President – Rob Paterson
Second Vice-President – Connie Johnson
Secretary – Jill Cairns
Treasurer – Wendy Galt
Maritime Director – Frank MacArthur
Quebec Director – Gail Wormington
Ontario - Vacant
Prairies & Northwest Territories – Jasmine DeBlois
Alberta – Lynn Walker
British Columbia & Yukon – Pat Beaulieu
Past-President – Kim Sheehan
Motion made by Barrie Mills, 2nd by Pat Beaulieu to accept the 2022 Board of Directors
carried

10. Director/Committee Reports – to be included in the ABM minutes
11. New business:

Educational Articles – Gail Wormington
Rob Paterson is working on a new website and at the ABM, discussion was held regarding adding
more informational/educational content. Gail would like membership to help provide articles for the
website. Permission from the author would be necessary. The Board will then
review submissions.
Send articles to Gail Wormington -motchreba@gmail.com
Kim Sheehan, Ainslie Mills and Anik Primeau shared potential articles/topics. Laura Brunet & Gail
will help Anik. If anybody has ideas of what she should include in an article about Goldens and
purebred dogs, please email her at majestygolden@hotmail.com
Appointment of Auditor –
Motion made by Bruce Russell, 2nd by Robyn McGonigle to approve Mary Barrett as the auditor for
2021.
carried
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National Specialty 2022 & 2023 – Lynn Walker provided an update from Shannon Flynn (Chair) for
the 2022 National. It will be held the August long weekend at Spruce Meadows, Calgary. The prizes
have been delivered and they are outstanding. Planning will resume once Shannon is back
from vacation. 2023 last week of August at the Festival Inn, Stratford, Ontario. Once we have further
details we will let membership know.
Membership agenda items – none submitted
Motion to Adjourn: Barrie Mills
Meeting adjourned at 5:33 PST

Merry Christmas to all GRCC
Members and their loved ones!
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